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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS
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Double Your Dollars
Every dollar you

f|

slips away willeveutuallygetiutothehauds
of someone .who will set it at work fortune
for

%
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The dollars you save, whose earning
power you appropriate, will make the sum of your fortune.
The sooner you begin to save at this bank, the
sooner you
will see your fortune expressed in
large figures.
We receive saving deposits from a dollar
up.
Deposits
go on interest the first of every month.

Rocks,

MAILS CLOSB

Sundayt.
Arrive from the
4.40 p m.

{Until Oct 27)
8.19

west

Closes for

m.

a

an

hour before

mail

postofflce half

Ending

though
he

observations taken at the powei
station of the War Harbor & Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending

qt, 9c
}4\b

can, 8c
lb, 35c
pkg, 10c

fT„

12 m
57—

38—

3534

56-

5453—
54
54—
63
55—
57— 54—
Monday and
52

Weather
condition*

—

cloudy
cloudy
cloudy
Tuesday.

—
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SECOND-HAND

Scott, who has been very ill
of influenza over two weeks, is
slowly

improving.
Mrs. P. A Davis of H1 uehill is here to
spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs,.
Ward W. Wescott.
Mr. and

Harry M. Bellatty of
formerly of Ellsworth, are

Mrs.

Woodland,

receiving congratulations on the bir h
of a daughter (Maude Margaret) on Oct.

CARS

AUTO SERVICEKoorn for Fifty Cars

T©1. 125*3

Sweep

A Clean

Big Value,

in Brooms
75c

Four bars Swift’s Pride Soap,
Four paekages Swift's Pride Washing

Honeybee Molasses,

25c

Henry

Emery, son of former ChiefA. Emery of Ellsworth, who

C.

Justice L.

Powder, 25c
gal, 95c

has been

prisoner in Germany since last
March, has been released, and had arrived

at

a

Copenhagen

to

take

passage

home.

Mikado Coffee,

formerly 28c,

now 25c.

miscreant,

Some
methods
R.

For Sale, One horse, harness, rubber-tired

buggy.

B.

l

FRIDAY

JMURM VULzSzsi I

&

that.

Dtber

articles

were

Bgpre.-enting

some

of

li-ailing (•omi'anifK »f tliis ami

c-miiti'iey

EDWARD H. BAKER
Graduate Optometrist
At Ellsworth Office, 65 Oak St.

SaturdaytoWednesday

inclusive

Telephone 146-11

Storage Battery Repairing
and

DAVID LINN5THAN
Telephone U7-2
Public Car Day

r||awortH,
or

Night

Me.

Recharging

Starting Motors and Generators Repaired
A R. ROYAL
68

ammunition

and

stolen, the whole
and articles
strewn

were

While the local

slimly

office

|]

L.

situation

as

re-

9UteSt., next Court Hou-e.. Ellsworth.

attended.

building
M.

Ellsworth.

at

and

was

Profits, $150,000
j
I

the

own

he

heavy
sent

tank

to

Union IhusT Company I

army.

Thursday

work
from

w

ith bis cows,

which he had taken

nearby field, and stopped to water
them at a small mill pond. It is supposed
he was taken with a fainting spell and
fell in the pond. The family, becoming
alarmed at his absence, began a search and
found him lying face down in very little
a

age.

girls,

He

He
a

sisters.

leaves

a

years of
three little

thirty-five

was

wife

father, two

and

brothers

Deepest sympathy

is

and

two

extended

by Ellsworth friends.
W. Eppes, loaded
staves, filled with water while at
anchor in Contention Cove la«t Sunday
The schooner Lulu

with

and settled

on

the fiats.

It

is

supposed

]

o^Ellsworth,Mauve

flag
was

service

England

in

appointed an
English camps.

then

instructor in

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

flowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
accomplishmeut requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Rank.
Like

F ALLS.

Ethel Crocker

of Bangor spent
mother, Mrs. George E.

with her

a

County Savings Bank

Hancock

Harbor i9 here for a
few days putting his home in readiness

Ellsworth,

M arne

for the winter.

|

j
|

Mrs.
for

a

Harry Wells is here
days, called by the

few

Boston !

from
death

of her

Suppose You Should Have

brother, Morris Sargent.
Leon G.

Flood and

Miss

Helen

Mrs. Sarah

just

has

Haslam

of

Kirk-

|

O.

Sunday, I

Patrick of Bangor were here
guests of Asa C. Flood and wife.

Waltham,

who

from a year’s visit on
coast, is spending a few days

Tapley Building, 69

Fire To-Night?

TAPLEY

W.
Main

St.

Real Estate

Telephones: Office

14, Residence 40-3

1

with friends here.
The death of Harold Crossman

a

Insurance and

returned

the Pacific

GOOD WORK BY WOMEN.

occurred

Saturday morning at the home of his
father on the Bangor road, of pneumonia,

What

CASUALTY

They Did in Liberty Loan Campaign in t ounty.

Maine Men

iu

LIST.

Foreign and Home
Wounded.

Lists of Dead and

KILLED IN ACTION.

Charles Simpson,

Bangor
Sko^negan
Rumford Falls

Whitney,
Thera ulf,

William
E

Grant,
Lee,

L E
N

Portland
Houlton

George

N

Bourgue,

OSCAR

OLSEN,
J Shuman,

Waterville

DIED OF

Samuel

WOUNDS.
Castine
Portland

Thaddeus L Roderick,
SEVERELY
Ovide
Ivan E
Merle

Farmington

WOUNDED.

Lefebre,
Bicknell,
F Littlefield,

Rumford

Augusta
Dover

L E
P

Bangor

McPherson,
C Clark,

Wells

PTabrie,

Lewiston
MISSING IN

Charles T

ACTION.

Runt,

East port

NORTH KLIAWOKI'H.

ibe infirmities of ad-

Orland.

200

vanced age. She had been well cared for
by her daughter, Mrs. Arthur L. Joy, who

Penobscot.

2,600

Sedgwick....

2.900

survives her also

son, Charles Graffam
Funeral services were

Sorrento.

held at

the home Tuesday afternoon.
Henry W. Conley officiating. Interment was at North Ellsworth.

Stcnington.

Rev.

Sullivan.

Maddocks, who hss teen
influenza, is improving.
6,150
Mrs. Groper of Boston was a r cent
5,150
guest of her niece, Mrs. Eugene Moore.

and she died from

of Bar

one

Harbor.

John Morse died

following

a

While Mr.

Morse

had

Deen

pneumonia.
critically ill

days, his many friends w’ere
counting on his apparently strong physique to pull him through, and his death
was a
great shock to the entire comMr.
Morse came here from
munity.
Cheery field several years ago, marrying
Miss Cora Sargent, who survives him, and
who is now critically ill. Mr. Morse leaves
also

father and

a

several

Swan’s Island.
Fremont.

11.450

Frenton.

2,000

Waltham.
Winter Harbor.

2.050

5,750

3,650
*193.050

When the Colors Went
An

American

who

was

in

that thrill every red-blooded
He writes:

All sympathize w ith the family.
The community was saddened by the

Bisters.

It

on

were

prayers at

the grave

Rev.

j

Lydia A., widow’ Eaton Gilley, formerly
of Trenton, died Saturday at the home
of her son Charles on Cottage street,
after a long illness.

\

HARBOR.

BAR

Earl
and
A.

Thurber

was

duty

who made

accepted

for

application

overseas

a

never

here in

Juniper cemetery Sunday afternoon,
R. B. Mathews officiating.

iT. M. C.

English, Belgian, Italian, all of them took
the city by storm. But away off down the
line I heard a hum that steadi’y grew louder,
and sounded above all the rest of the noise,
a hum that
somehow got inside of me and
made ine stand a little srraighter.
And then,
about a block away, I saw a dash of color,
and oh! how wonderful it looked tome, for
the color resolved itself into the “Colors;”
and theu, my dear people, I thought the
heavens had brokeu loose. I have never in
my life heard such an outburst of noise. It
was not the high
shouting thit one usual y
hears, Out a roar that started away down and
increased
untit when It broke, the
gradually
very windows rattled. It sounded like the
orgai ized
yell of a million rooters. And
then, just as quickly as it had started, it died
and
amiu
an absolute silence aud with
down,
every civiiiau hat of, every man in uniform
at a stiff salute, the colors of the United
States of America went by.

months ago received a
1
Saturday to report in New York

several

telegram
city at once and left Monday.

COMINt.

KVKNrS.

Nov. 14, at Hancock hall—County seed
News was received Sunday of the death of
Major Edgar Scott, one of the beBt-known show and annual meeting of Hancock
and moat popular of Bar Harbor’s summer County Farm Bureau.
residents. Early this year Mr. Sco.t and
Nov. 29 aDd 30—County contest of bo\s’
Edgar enlisted for service overamoulance orivers. Death, it is
understood, resulted Irom pneumonia.
his

seas

son
as

girls’ agricultural clubs at Hancock
ball, Ellsworth.

and

wood-

Mrs. Harold

Trueworthy of West
visiting his daughter.

Amaziah
has been

E 19worth
Mrs.

Eu-

gene Moore.
Mrs

Maloney

William

days recently with
Webster Higgins.
Maddocks,

Wiuthrop, Mass.,
weeks, returned

principal,

her

spent several
Mrs#

mother.

whose

9Chcol

at

has been dosed several

to

resume

his

duties

as

last week.

American.

wondeiful day in every way. I
expect to see another spectacle like it
sudden death of Bessie, wife of Herman
unless I am fortunate enough to see an Allied
W. Staples, at her home in Bath, Thursentry into Berlin. Halt the world—yes,
day morning, following an illness of only more thau that—was represented in line aud
the best that each nation
twenty-four hours. Her age was twenty- represented by
could bring forward. As the colors of each
two years. M»s. Staples was a graduate
uatiou went hy, Paris seemed to get more
of the Ellsworth high school, and a sucand more excited until I believed that they
cessful teacher in the city schools. She ! had reached the absolute
heights of enthusiwas married to Mr. Staples Dec. 24 last.
asm.
was

hi*

ill of

Chester

By.
Paris

Bastile day and wiinesssd the parade of
the allied nations, tells the story in words

brothers and

Watson has moved
sawing outfit to Ellsworth.
Russell

5.700

Surry.

early Tuesday evening

week’* illness of

250

3,100

Southwest Harbor.

for several

There

Scott received word

night that his brother, Odber L. Scott
Mr.
of Medford, had been drowned.
Scott was returning home from his day’s

water.

Two Ford Cars
For Sale

the

and

I

an urgent appeal for burlap bags, to be used in the
n
oss, to be used in She wag the oldest daughter of Sitnon |
shipment of spagnum
surgical dressings. Because of the use to Lake and wife, and vary popular among!
which the bags are put, they should be her associates at home and in Bath. She
thoroughly cleaned. Bags which have leaves, besides her husband and parents,
been used for vegetables should be boiled.
two sisters, Alice and Ethel Lake, and ,
It is hoped there will be a prompt response
two brothers, Walter aud Joseph Lake,
to this appeal.
Bags should be sent to the who have the sympathy of their many j
office of the county secretary in the postwere
held in Bath. ;
friends. Services

SON
fnr.-igii

Bucksport

the

The Red Cross sends out

otatillsliert 18H7—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Hu-

Rev.

gards the epidemic of influenza and pneumonia has not changed materially from
last week, public opinion seemed decidedly against raising the ban, and scnools

i

—

and

The board of health of Ellsworth yesterday, after one day of ‘-open time,”
again put the ban on opening of schools,
-burches, places of amusement, public
Funerals and public gatherings of all

THURSM--SSLSS

BURRILL

on

Clothing,

force

kinds.

C. O.

mind

broke into

Hun,

Mathews’ camp

Damp ransacked
about the floor.

T?TMT.MBKR. THE PAYS 1

TUESM” \auL!n£ss

with

recently, gaining entrance by smashing in a window and sash after partially
wrecking the door in a futile effort to

Licensed Dealer in Venison

! ttQNDSSr-^S^

worthy

a

a

road

C. S. COTTLE

SDNDffi~-«S35£

French

to

$100,000

I after a short illness. Harold was a boy of
Mrs. O. W. Tapley of Ellsworth, chairPercy B. Russell is in Ellsworth to-day, | genial disposition and a general favorite man of the Maine Woman’s liberty loan
receiving the glad hand from his many i among his companions.
He leaves, be- committee for Hancock
county, reports
friends.
Mr. Russell, who has
been sides his father, three sisters, Hazel and the amount solicited
by the women, for
located in Pennsylvania for some time, is ! Bertha Cross in an and Mrs. Henry jBresna- I
the fourth liberty loan, as |193,050.
The
now back in Massachusetts.
Burial
han, aud one brother, Norman.
following is the report of the subscripwas
at
mornJuniper
At a joint meeting of the school boards
cemetery Tuesday
tions, by tpwns, taken by women:
oftbe Franklin, Hancock, Lamoine and ing.
Amherst. f
550
East brook school union, held in Ellsworth
Morris, youngest son of Mrs. Sarah Bar Harbor.
10,000
450
Saturday, Miss Adah Savage of Franklin Sargent, died Friday morning at their Bluehill.
was elected superintendent of the union.
home here, aged fiftee.i years, after an ill- Brooklin.
3,650
The Ellsworth Soldier Boys’ club has on ness of several weeks. He leaves, besides Brooksville.
4,850
hand knitted articles that will be given his mother, one sister, Mrs. Harry Wells Bucksport.
24,050
Ernest and Castine.
10,750
to mothers of soldiers to send to their of Boston, three brothers,
of this place and Augustus of Cranberry Isles.
5,300
boys. Application should be made to Delraont
1,900
Mrs. D. E. Linnehan, president of the Gardiner, who have the sympathy of their Dedham.
The funeral was at the Deer Isle
many friends.
12,700
club.
home Sunday aft-rnoon. Rev. Henry W. Ellsworth.
38,200
The county contest of boys’ and girls’
Conley officiating. Buriai was at Juniper Franklin...
4,850
agricultural clubs, postponed from this
Gouldsboro.
3.600
cemeteVv’.
month on account of the influenza epi3.400
Mrs. Augusta Graffam, one of tbe Falls’ Hancock.
demic, w ill be held at Hancock hall, Ells- I
Lamoine.
2,750
worth, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 29 oldest and most highly respected ladies,
400
died Sunday morning.
Mrs. Graffam’s Mariaville.
and 30.
14.710
health had been failing several months, Mount Desert.
News was
received last
week that

Oarford Trucks

'•♦reef, FUsworth, Me.

of the

M's. L. M.

good condition. |350.
Ford touring car, good condition.

Storage

was

one

Miss

regular meeting of the literature
postponed.
The Unitarian alliance will meet with
Mrs. Ada Lord next
Wednesday at 2
o’clock.

Buick touring car,

-PUBLIC

and

Sunday
Gray.

The

Chalmers touring ear, in good condition. f450.
19^7

Surplus

Leroy Haslam and wife of Bangor are
guests of Arthur W. Salisbury and wife.

.17

cloudy
cloudy
cloudy

club has been

GARAGE

Willys Knight Cars,

commission if

in

KLLSlft ORTH

15.

Overland and

Capital,

March. He was
soon
made corporal,
passed examination as a first-class gunner,

Precip-

afternoon
clear
fair
fair
rain
cloudy,rain

Your account is invited.

Judson Fox of Bar

]~jj^^Cash^on^^arrjy^^3irocer^^nswortl^J
SILVY’S

division,

forenoon
clear
clear
fair

—

Fog

r~j3

A- HAYNES

-

midnight.]

4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
8un
Mon
Tues

Superba Mince Meat,
Cane and Maple Sugar Syrup,
12-oz cans, 35c
10-lb cans Circle (R) Tartar Compound,
83.20
Pettijohn Flour Bran Flakes,
pkg, 38c
12-oz can,
2c I
Libbey’s Evaporated Milk,
5-lb bag Graham Flour,
35c
per bag,
Swift’s Shortening,
lb, 29c
Salt
Pork.
Heavy
lb, 30c
Climax Coffee,
lb. 22c
Onions,
lb, 3c

«J

at

Temperature

major’s

a

transferred

| From

a

banking.

volunteer ambulance

preferred to fight under his
private. In January last

as

Oct. 29, 1918.

offeiel

would remain

He

Midnight Tuesday,

at

way within the scope of safe

corps. When the United States entered
the war, he enlisted in the signal corps,

closes.

WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
For Week

schooner and

of Mr. and Mrs.

son

six months with the
at

If you need the services of a well-equipped
bank, we would be pleased to assist you in any

made

to Ells-

come

W. H. Dresser of Yarmouth, formerly of
Ellsworth, has been advanced to the rank
of second lieutenant, having earned this
active
service in
promotion through
France. Young Dresser was the first Yarmouth boy to enter the war,going to France
in 1916, long before war was declared
by this country, and serving at the front

AT POSTOFFICB

Registered mail should be

Springdell Oleomargarine,

boat to

Dresser,

depositors

our

promptly—carefully—satisfactorily.

ashore there and full of

now

Stonington

Charles H.

Going Wbst-10.40 a m; 5.50 p m.
Going East—6.15 a m; 3.40 p w.

H

We handle the business of

the way up
struck Harden’s

tug.

Day*.

Wbst-6.47 a m; 4.16 p m.
East-11.ll, a m; 6.38 p ra.

H

Prompt, Satisfactory Banking

on

Arrangements have been

for the

west

Cape Cod Cranberries,
Davis Baking Powder,

Sunday night,

and is

water.

POSTOPFICK.

Round Top,

The

paired.

worth and tow up both the

4l

bottom.

It will be nekept afloat by her cargo.
cessary to bring her up the river and discharge her cargo before she can be re-

MAILS RKCRIVKD.

Week

her

was towed off by the Round Top Sunday, and brought as far as Weymouth
Point, where she now lies full of water,

effect. Sept. 29, 1918.

W

building

himself.

In

hole in

a

She

WEEK

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

3

The dollar that

No. 44.

RbbtrtigrmmtB.

falling

her anchor with the

on

tide, and punched

the river

3
Lj

capable of doubling itself in
time, without any effort on your part except to
hang on to it.

she settled

■Pigs for sale
Notice of appointments
C 8 Cottle—Cash and carry
J A Haynes—Cash and carry
Girl for second work wanted
Meeting of the Rural Cemetery Ass’n.
Notice of foreclosure—Wiufield 8 Hmallidge

f

is

earn

AFTERNOON. OCTOBER 30. 1918.

-___

14 It 11 IS.

••VVH VI Ml

Would

Not Tolerate Sedition.
of the New York legislature of March 30, 1781. provision was
made to punish more effectually adherents to the king.
It enacted that anyone
who preached, taught, spoke,
wrote, or printed that the king of
Great Britain had dominion in New
York or who seduced the allegiance
of anyone in the state was guilty of
a
felony without benefit of clergy,
though the court could commute the
sentence from death to service for
three years in the navy of the United
States.

By the

act

**j

A Huge Shadow.
Shadows, naturally enough are of
various sizes, and one can imagine
that mountains throw very large shadows indeed.
It Is said that the peak
of Tenerlffe, on the largest of the
Canary islands, throws such a huge
shadow that it stretches as far as 50
miles across the water, partly overlapping some of the other Islands.—
Christian Science Monitor.

Snore the Latt.
When the 7:38 train for Philadelphia
pulled Into the quaint old station at
Lancaster on Friday morning a New
York drummer who stood waiting to
take it smiled a wide and cheerful
smile at sound of the conductor’s antrain!
nouncement:
“Philadelphia
Gap the first stop.”—Evening Public

Ledger.

aterrtisrmmts

UNI ] WAR
WORK CAMPAIGN

oun CART.

Middle Aged
Womeiv

Drive in History of World

In

Activity

This Work.

The greatest

North Haven, Conn.—“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeta*
ble Compound restored my health after everything else
had failed when passing through change of life. There
is nothing like it to overcome the trying symptoms.”
—Mrs. Flobekce Iseujl,Box 197, North Haven, Conn.

fund drive in the
history of the United States if not
the entire world, is to be held during
the week of November 31-16.
This
is to be the United War Work Campaign to raise funds for our boys
-over there" so that they who are
fighting our battles for humanity an?
giving up their lives that we at home
may live in a world of peace and justice, may enjoy some of the comforts,
even some of the actual necessities,
which they can get from no other
war

He

\T_

Lancoin -John M. Glidden. Newcastle.
Oxford Judge Matthew McCarthy.
Penobscot—F E Bragg. Bangor.
B. Clark. Milo.
Piscataquis A
Sewall
Sagadahoc -Hon Harold M
Bath.
Somerset—W. H. Cummings, Skowhegan.

Frost. Belfast
Washington—C. H. C'.arl., Lubec
York W alter J Kilpxtne. Saco.
Waldo—t*

E

to
hear timt
glad u.d*-»d
Corporal Young has been so well al Camp
Devena. I am pleased that i?. J. Y. ua*
reported on her jelly making, i b.ve
made over a di zt-ii tumblers oi crabupple

EartbfwiJ) bold no dearer spot
Than tby mother's gt«ve.
Dear

and

Aunt

I found tbi* little

land.

We

save,

M. B'u.

bit

of

ptefryon
sweet.it mi

h

Mi-

are

tucie would

nave

beeu

nothing

to take

tbe

too, or atleast one over that i.umand tome ripe cucumber sweet pickl»-»,
but supplies of that kind are rather

j

P. Bdow'man and George M. Bailer.

Oct. 22.

(pare and

A few week* ago a moow waa seen
by tbe Hoit boy*, and

up

any

more

and the fact that tney have agreed to
take hold of the drive means that It has
got to he a success and that Maine
will go over the top with the cooperation of every man. woman and child
within Its limits
Maine quota in the d :ve is to be
fJHT.OOO. a tremendous sum. almost •
mi'Ilon dollars so it will take everyone
to make the campaign a sucres*

CASTORIA
Frrr Infants and Children

In Um For Over 30 Years
Always

bears

brottaer-in-la',
now

things

at

by tbe illness
William Barrett.

F.

L.

Pickering’s,
M.

wet).

That we
exit d
u- bear1 felt
to the bereavt-n family; that our
charter be drap>d iu mourning for
thirty days; that a copy of these resolutions
t»e scut to the bereaved fami'y, a copy spread
Rvunlred.

*yuip*tby
ulvsr

ou

and

our rtcords

papers for

and

a

copy

sent

to

It has pleased the Almighty to
iturove from our midsi our esteemed brother,
John Ladd, who gave bis life in the service
of his country: therefore
Aevolved, That in the death of Brother
I
Ladd, Hsrhor*ide grange ha* sustained the
loss of a friend whose friendship it was a

|

!

offer

his bereaved
her sable
luautle, our h* a. tfe't condolence.
Revolved, That as a token of our love and
respect, our charter be urapeo for a period
of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be
spread upon oor record*, a copy be seui to
deceased brother, also
the family of oui
»eut to the pi« a* for publication.
we

sorrow

to

BiR harbor.

whoa, six sous-Frank, Htniy,
Rotary, y vert t ,Charles and vlauiic^.and
f
ooaugbters—Mis. Cliff..id W.*i of .'ew
L d-Jij. tJouii,, and jitrs. William P.
AcSUQkU ol Milo.
m

Newman and wife are living iD
Moore bouse. Mrs. Moore m
occupying ber old rooms there.
Work on the new electric light line is
Alton

progressing rapidly.
Lloyd Dolliver la at home on a furlough
of seven days, from Newport, K. I. Mr.
Dolliver Is just out of the hospital, tfter
attack of

an

last
dur-

_

Hodgkin*

28.

T. E. U.

BLCEHILL FALLS.

hour.

L.

influenza.

Oct. 28.

Mrs. Nelson Herrick spent last w»g

and

here.

Millard Leighton has moved his family
Bluehill.

j
*

to South

Mrs. Carrie

R.

__

Chatto is in Rockland aiib
mother, a ho is ill.

ber husband’s

m

_

Tne liberty loan
d

unled

its

due the woman’s

"IS classics," the essence of Chinese
culture.

this town

in

allotment.

nearly
credit in

Much

committee, Mr*. Tapley,

cnatrmsn, who with her aid* aoid fl 1,450
in bonds lb fubsciiptioi *
ortheentire

flb.ofA)

tow n ait

.*tid theallotment

Wat In the Name.
The strolling company were plgytne
"Hamlet," hut they were afraid that
Shakespeare's great tragedy would net

was

300.

Clayton Wallace spent Sunday
C

<

at

so they conceived
the bright Idea of altering the title 'o
“How a Stepfather Was Paid Out."
The result was a“ crowded house.—Lnndon Tit-Bits.

sufficiently attract,

home

Northeast Harbor.

from

pi. John Li tty left

vbound for

last

week

8cotia,

Nova

in

a

thence to

York.

Wooater mide a business trip to
bis
boat. He
Biugor list week in
brought freight for several dealers in
J. E.

9lhnmierm,nte

town.

Oct. 28.

K.

Sure Relief For
All Rheumatics

MEMORIAL RRf OLl'TlON S.

Whereat, Tbe all-wisp mod loving Father
h is ended
from our
midst oor ben ved
I sisters, Ross Reed. Arnsuds Norwood and
M) rs Buukei;
tit »ui rd,
'that in their removal Tremont
of fnL hful
chapter. O. E. r* m< urn* the

!

:

[
|

Crippled You Can’t Use Arms
l.egS Itheuma Will Help You.

If So

w

•«

bu. b

we

If you

or

warn relief in two da>».
nail
relief, take *»
Ki.rumn on»t a d**>.
All i\ iae. we cherish in our memory the
if you want to dissolvr every particle of
lr.vt*
nobie character of our sist« ra.
uric acid poison in your body ant
-o
Rttoieed. That in honor of the memory of it out tbrcugb the natural cbari'ieis
will
that
be
free
from
rbeuinati-m,
you
oar
sis era. our charter be draped for a
a bottle of Kbeuina from Altxauder'4
j get
peri d of thirty dnvs
Fh rmacy or any druggist at once, ii
he»tj ved, Thai a copy of t hese resolutions 'roust
gi\e the Joyful rtlief expected or
become a part of our lecords, a copy be sent
money refunded.
to the bereaved .family, aud a copy sent to
a
KhcurnaiiMiu
is
powerful d^ea-c
The Ellsworth Amsricak for publlcatior.
strongly entrenched in joints and aiuscl**.
lri orOt-r to conquer it a powerful ei.t-niy
! must be «eni Heaintt it. HbeuniM is tb*
NOK1H CASTINE.
enemy of Rheumatism—an enemy t-*t
Mi** Mary Leach is visiting ber parit in nearly every in-iauv.
I conquer*
Jutlge John Barnorst, of Ft. Loramie,
ent*, M. O. Leacb and wife.
! Ohio, knows it. He was walktrg with
Percy Ward well bas gone to Sandy ; ci u’ches, to-day be is well. It ahou 1 do
as much for you; it seldom fails.
Point to work in tbe shipyard.
men

loys
v

i»-

.»

~

certain, granting

m

ao e oi

|

'1i**
Bull

r

Mf'.
last

Alice

Butler

bas

returned

ber

parent*, Fred

to

wife.

anu

Augusta Leach

week

Mrs.

spent

Buc-csport

in

a

few

day*

with her cousin,

This

Beal*.

Grace

Clarence Pinkham

Here i«
is the best test of truth.
Ellsworth Fails story that hsH *«tood
the test
of time. It is a story with *
point which will come straight home to
Time

arrived

from

Seal

spend a few davs
with his family at Mrs. Emma WardweU’sHarbor th

week to

*

Mary H.

Witisrd

bas

from Boston, where she accompaned s
Sbe-'also visted ber son who
ill of influenza, at Camp Devens.
William

F.

Dunbar,

who

has

been

ying in Brooksvitle, was taken
there aud brought to bis borne here.

surv

now

ill
He

improving.

Oct. 26.

O.

SEAL COVE.

C«pt. T. W.
to

Uuiou to

Edmund

Walls and

wife

visit

daughter, Mrs.

their

bave gone

Harding.

Swasey bas purchased the Springer
Is moving bis
household
house, and
Mr.

go xls to his
Norman

new

Saturday for

us.

Frank E. Fernald, Waltham St, says:
“1 had a severe spell w ith my back and
could hardly stand the pain. It was bard
for
1

rue

to

1 had read
ney

sloop

over

or

straighten up.
Kidtook

gre t deal about Doan's
and I got a supply. It
a

Pills
one box to benefit

roe.
I tv*vw since
symptoms of the trouble, but
Doan s Kidneys Pills, procured at E. G.
Moor’s Drug Store, again gave me immediate relief.” (Statement given February 7. 1906).
On Decminer 4. 1916. Mr. Fernald said.

only

bad return

“Colds sometimes disorder my k«dneys»
but I can rely on Doan'a Kidney P11'**
ex”
satisfactory
to
relieve me. The
perieme.- I have, had w ith Doan'* Kidney
Pills strengthen mv faito in them *na
I recommend them more highly tbflu
ever

60c,

home,

Townseud left

many of

returned

patient.
ipis been

is

L’n-

an

Grindle.

Mrs.

Remain*

Testimony

shakeii.

George Griudie and wife of Penobscot
recently visited bis fstber, lapt M. W.

hits cast

George Edward Soper died at bis tat me
bere Wednesday evening, Oct. 23, alt. r
Mr. Soper was born in
a I0Q4 illness.
Bucksport sixty y ears a*o, but for nearly
nad lived bere, conducting
j tuirty years
a
meat m rket most
of that time. He
leave*

the church

they

visiting.

Florence Flye spent the week-end nith
by tbe death of oar beloved i ber parents.
brotoer. Russell McDona.'d. oar order has
Frank Mason, with his crew. Is adding a
again been called to part with a loyal member. whose saddeo tiauslliou was a severe chimney and living room to B. A. Uray's
house.
ab«»ck to us all. and
u /t*rr»«,
Lamoine granite loses a young
Oct 21.
Cei’M m,.
man
wbu*e clean,
manly life and ready
HANCOCK POINT.
helpfulness will be so sadly missed, both
io grange and home; therefore
Mrs. Orville Martin has gone lo Medbieeolten, Ibat the united sympathy of'
fleid. Mass.
oar
order be
extended to tbe widowed
Mrs. Julia Reed has returned from Bar
mother, so suddenly bereft mad to the sisters
and brother who will miss his companionHarbor, wbere she baa been with her son
ship so sorely and we bid them look for divine and family who have been ill.
cujj»olattou to the all-wise Heavenly Father; j
Oct. 21.
M.
further,
lietotred, That oar altar and charter be
Tablets of Stone.
draped in mourning as a symbol of oar
sorrow, and inai a copy of these resolutions
The library of the School of the
he scut to the bereaved family, a copy placed
Sons of the Empire1, an ancient Chiupon our recirdsand one sent to the local
nese university which. It Is said, was
papers for publication.
In existence a thousand years before
Christian era. comprise1* 182 tablets
THE MONT.
of stone, whereon ure carved all the

j

over whom

around

Bangor, after visiting

IVherea*.

family

have been

MEMORIAL RKSOLV TICKS.

MEMOKI «L KKSOLI'TIONS.

to ei joy.
j pleasure
Revolved* That

Ednr Newman and wife htve returned
New York r.od Boston, where

from

to her home in Cur*.
Oct.

B

SEAWALL.

the M. E.

daughter.
Mr*. Herbert Smith, left Friday to Join
Mr. Hotigkin* in Jacksonville, Fla., for
the winter.
Mrs, Smith will later return

the local

publication.

80U I H BROOKS VI lXE.

.'Ocru&nur’.fc

F.

Mrs.

tcrnl oor

ail

one was

tne service

ing

from

The <*ng<-l of i'e«ih h^s again enmtdai and removed from our order
our young
soldier brother. Claude Dunbar,
therefore he it
in his death Alaraasoolt
devolved, That
grange has U at a
valued in» tuber, and his
s
devoted
sou
and brother
He gave
family
hi* iifi for his c< umry
Let (bat kuowedge
remain wth u* for all time.
In his honor we
ft d * gold star tooqr service fl .g, and. white
we mourn bis loss, let ua
hutub'y bow in sub
mission to His will, oe.ieviog that He hoeth

potatoes
wine hoi). 2

■

Signature of

is

Oct. 28.

called

_

Uncle Ike Murmurs.
“Whenever
murmurs
man,”
any
Uncle Ike. “commences fer to talk to
me about his soul. I sez to myself Tre
paper space, but j flushed a nut.”—Judge.

Bar let someone have (be loom who can do so
Hancock. Harold P Whitmore,
much better than I
Harbor.
Love to all tbe clan.
Kennebec, J C Murphy. Augusta
Jennie.
Knox Frank A Tirrell, Jr., Rockland.
Kelley, Boothbay
Uncoln, Benj. F
YVe al* unite in sym^tby for Irish
Harbor
M illy in ber loss. We know sne bad
Oxford, Alden Chase. Bryant's Pond.
to have ber sister near her this
planned
W.
A. Hennessy. Bangor.
Penobscot.
winter, and she will miss her companionPiscataquis. L. P t.vans. Dover
ship very much. There was never a time
Sagadahoc, Harry C Webber, Bath
when tbe shadows fell upon ao many
Somerset, Roland T. Patten, Skowbe- homes as this autumn.
From every
gan
t >wu come reports of the passing of
Waldo Orrin J. Dickey, Belfast.
Washlng'on. Fred W Keene, Lubec.
When baby suffers witb ec.eroa or some
*
York. Thomas F Locke, Biddeford.
i’cning akin trouble, u»e Dost-’* ointment.
All of these men rank among the A little of it gifes a long way. ai d it is safe for
leaders in their line throughout Maine children. 60c a hoz at all store*.— 4dn.

other

home

at

Winterport to work.
Raymond Bridges, wbo has been
visiting here, left Tuesday tor Bangor.
Elmer Bridges, wbo baa spent the
summer at Opeeche, waa at home last
wsek
Mrs.

near

the teservoir

re-

MKMOKlAL RB*OLl TlOHR.

1 wrote off the names aud peu names of
ton.
those at tbe reunion and sent them to tuut
Aroostook. Chas. H. Fogg, Houlton.
Martha.
She was very g ad to get even that
E.
W.
Cumberland. Mrs.
Moseley,
much of the rt union, and would like to have
Portland.
been there wi;h us.
Franklin, Henry P Wrbite. FarmingWell, a* I cannot »ay anything helpful,
not take

Oronu,

i-

Parker Bridges, Eugene Grant and
Luke

Carter have gone to

bouse.

wife

Oct. 21.

Yjix
cup* t*oiled rice. 2 cups corn floor.
complete publicity organization fr'-m Aunt sue.
i>n it bad come tbe da)
all with the w-Hiei(:w«i cup-) that the
also has been formed to cover the before, ahou'a have t;>k u it with me so at
potatoes have b-en boiitd in, adding
State with D. W. Hoegg. Jr., city edi- couid nave enj yed it.
A ■ at M iria, a> u.e of these days you will I cup of sugar, 2 large spoon a of lara Mod
tor of the Express-Advertiser, Portgets long letter from me. 1 tbit.k of y. u so 2 heaping teaspoon* salt. Dissolve ; ewat
land, as State chairmen.
often ana iougto gel one of your lesuul lei- | cake in K,
water.
Mix all
cup of tepid
He has appointed publicity chairmen ters.
blether, and let rise two hours, then
who will be in charge of all publicity
1 know you wi'l all be very sorry for Irish
and advertising in connection with the M >ily, in the ueatb other oti>v s -ter, who aid enough flour to make a Ann dough,
bet rise again,*then make into Iomvo- and
These are as
drive in his county.
pissed away about three week* ago. I hope
rise and bake.
The potato water makes
a
follows:—
th it none of you get this creaued influenza.
it
n*e much more
J. Y.
quickly S
Androscoggin, Sam E. Connor, Lewis- Isn't it terrible? Do be careful. Aunt Madge.

will

Hancock

recuperating.

A

tOD.

at

Pickering

where sue was

Mr. Barrett

medium- B'H

boil and wash

visited

e

Olive, daughter of Melvin and
Msry
tellers, diea October IB.

Kingman ba- fitted up a mawood-sawing for tne acbool-

for

Bridge* is borne from
by ibe ilinesa or ber

called here

daughter Gayoell.

Al.

Lorenzo

evening

Chester

Mr*.

LAM OINK.

chine

home from South

came

Wednesday.

Opeeche,

“Comrade, rest, life's work U dose.
Bleep the sleep that know* no waking.”

New

Mi«s Helen

RECIPES.

BREAD—Four

i

f

Hero

Three
comrades
of tbe 31st
in attendance, R. 8. Osgood,

Bewail

N

WEST BROOKUN.
Devid Bridges

were

spent the
weekend in Orooo.
F idie DeRucber,
who came home iJI of influenza, has returned to his school ir* Qrono.

ber

place of our itu. ion. As it was. it was a
never-to-be-forgotten dayf.o me.
When 1 goi home 1 found a lovely letter

returned with ber for tbe winter.
Oct. 28.

topics of

Maine

\ CW’S

IVR cber and

a nes

ajtu m>
though'iii very
true.
l.miteu w it h us tbiavtar. 1 find aorue of
1 have th' ugbt of tbe lovely day at tbe reM.
B.’a have a
great variety of
union so much, and wiab all tbe ansent ones the
marmalade from grapefruit to c*rr<»ta.
c-<uld have bteu there,
it certainly rainen
s .rue before 1
heme,
but
1
did
not
mind
thank*
fo
Jennie and S. J. Y. for
got
Many
tnai, a» I was thinking of tbe jovful day I hat. ! ,
'elter*, I appreciate yemr 1 elp very
bod
If it bad not been tor tbia cruel war. ; much.
Al'XT vlAlKits.
and we weresure our boys were safe aud well,
Vcard aud

He her Sawyer ot Bear Island
lien,
spent a week with her mother
Mrs. L". zibet h Hodgdon.
Mrs. Kodgdoa
Mr*.

station

tbe home

at

country.

White, Carrie White and

Alice

Kenneth \\
ceni 1

jelly,

puM

ering.

Saturday afternoon,
paying fitting tribute to his loyalty to bis

■

tv

Friend* here of Byron
Campbell ot
Center, v. bo has been eery ill at Cam
I'pton, are glad to learn that be is naJ

bis usual

recover

Of

services

j

pv.vtei

not

tbe

_

kind

day.
pleasant, even disposition,
quiet manner, aud steadfast in Dis .riendbe
will
be greatly missed iu tbe
snips,
borne, in tbe orders to which be belonged,
aud in tbe community.
He leaves a wife aud oue daughter, Miss
Florence Morse, two sisters, Mrs. Ada
Littlefield of Fall River and Blusbiil, aud
Miss Augusta Morse of Belmont, Mass.,
two brothers, Irvin, formerly of Chela**,
aud George A. of ibis place, all of whom
have sympathy tn tbeir loss.
Rev. Roy Trafton conducted tbe funeral

(

COUNTY

thy grateful tenderness

an

well read in tbe current

wan

tbe

Sigs the greatest record for the greatest good

When

a

months ago
attack of heart trouble,

F. and A. M.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’Sn
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

land.

home

tbe
A few

twenty years bad been quartermaster of
James A. Garfield poet, U. A. R. He was
a past grand pf Blut bill lodge, 1. O. O. F
and
janitor of tbe ball many years.
He was also an officer in Ira Berry lodge,

The seven organizations which comprise the United War Work Campaign
!
•
are
the Young Mens Christian Asthe
Women
s
sociation.
ChrisYoung
tian Association, tbe National Catholic War Council, or in other words,
LYDIA E-PIWKMAM MEDICINE CO. LYWM.MASS.,,
the Kinghts of Columbus activities for
the boys in khaki, the Jewish Welfare
Board, the American Library Associahose well-known in the community, and
JfiuUial t&mrftt Column.
tion. the V\ar Camp Community Serill over the country the same conditions
vice, and the Salvation Army.
ieem to prevail.
In the past It has been the plan
BH KlKSViLLB.
EDITED BT “SORT MAIx*t”
these oganizations to
for each one of
Dear Aunt .'tadge:
Mrs. Charles Gray and two children of
conduct a separate campaign to raise
I didn't mean to be so long reporting after Vinalbaven were called here by the death
Itt Motto: “Helpful and Ho,>efu'."
money for its o*m work, all of which is
>ur very enjoyable
reunion, but tbe-e have of her brother, George Campbell.
H* r
f
Sevho de erving of public support
»een so many things to take up my mind that
tarot it Maylon, of Jackman, was also
succlne
The purposes of this column are
>
[ nsve left that out. And now I can haroly
en campaigns require seven different
here.
stated In the title and motto—It Is for Uk mut
:hink of anything, only the war news that
campaign organizations seven diffsT
James Grindle, who has been a guard
-*e tw-pfu) ami hopefu'
t-e * ut, and aim* to
Has come to-day and that is. that Germany
h>
large expense accounts, possio v Bel s for the common
good. It Is for the com
na* madt an
unconditional surrem.e
Just in northern Matoe, is home tor a abort
the same person doing seven differen’ bod use—a
public servant. a purveyor of In
;hink. Aunt Maria, maybe our boys won’t visii.
times the same kind and almost the formation and suggestion, a medium for the ti.
Have u> go over thr-re after all.
Let us hope
Roderick J. Gray has moved his family
It
solicitIdeas
In
this
same amount of work he could do a:
of
terchacge
capacity
j »• I have felt fur -o.net.me that peihap* to bis old home at Oape R *»iar, after
It has kept the country communications, and Its success depends 'arge!)
one time
ihe war would end th s fall, and haven't our
spending five years in this vicinity c*iiug
stirred up. and literally tired out. w th on the support given It In this re-pect Co.:»soys just made the Germans tun? It has
for Mr*. Adds Condon.
most be slgued, but tne name of
'it*de me feel proud of them a* 1 have read
successive campaigns following each munlcatlons
«»wr
will not br printed except o> permtsator j d their
Mrs. Fred Oreo it and Norman Closson
pluck, aud courage and never giveether rn rapid order and all workine
Communications will be subject to approval or
Won't it ne great wbea they come are very til oi influenza.
ip-uess.
for practically the same end, the welrejection by the editor of the column, out
j marching heme!
Mr*. A M Gray of Bnih, who was called
fare of the American and Allied so!- will be rejected without good reason. Add re*
Expect ail the sister* have lots t canned
here by the death of tat
d>rs fighting for our homes and for all communications to
brother. Ralph
:bings in the cedar. I completed u.y list
TUB AMERICAN.
our honor on the battlefields of France
Roberts, has returned to her borne.
ast week (no, the week before) w hen I mace
Me.
Ell-worth,
dozen lumbers of cr»bapp<e Je»ly. Y u
Belgium Italy and Siberia.
Mr*. Lin me Blake of Blnrhili is caring
i»ee I
w i«
fortusate euougo to
It was to avoid this that President
get
n«y
tor her sister, Mrs. Lura Oreu.t.
THY MOTHER.
extra ntteen pounds->f sugar.
Three p -uix.s
asked that
the
Wilson very wisely
Alonzo B
Sanborn, an acred and reLead thy mother tenderly
were brown so 1 made some tomato in:nee
seven organization* get together and
spected citizen, died Wednesday, 1) -toiler
meat.
Down life’s steep decline:
conduct one cam pa gn and this jo'nt
of pneumo ua folio wing an attack of
Once ber arm was thy support,
Have incidents'ly worked in some k.iitt.ng '23,
drive for funds wi.l be held during
influe; za.
He was a
kind ami loving
N«*w she Jesus on thine.
with my fall work, dave kna a slip u
11
of
November
16.
the week
s»ee open ber roving face
father and mu< b respected by all. He
sweater, three pairs of
atocsii
aud
ne
ir
the
drive
lioes
of
care?
of
Those
chairman
The State
deep
pair f wriste-s for the boy. Be h a been was a member of tne Baptist erbureb, havTniok—it was bertoil for thee
fortunate in esc p
tb.tt terrible
Adams, of Portland, one of
S.;Lac B
very
g
He is
ing joined some twenty years ago.
that
record
there.
Left
Sta'e
the
malady which b*ata»en so many of lot boys survived by a widow, whom be mariied
the leading business men of
there.
Deveus
al«
a
ne
n-u
toil
of
Camp
be
to
JefNe'er forget ber tireless watch.
and the State director is
fi\e
k» ago. tbree son*—Edwin of Peueany 8u0, with that aud pneumonia. .\m
Kept by day and night.
ferson C. Smith, of WatervLlle. one ot
nobscot and John and Eugene of this
thankful that it is on th- wau.-.
kureiy
from
her
the
Taking
grace.
step
the oesi known boy workers and camplace, end one daughter, Mrs. Anbie
W ne eia thai ree pe, Esther y u promised
From ber eyes the light.
paign managers in Maine
to send to the column?
I tuinu I pr->mia*d Lkidg-, o' Blbebill. Pruy’**r* wo re be!«1 at
Cherish well her faithful heart,
chairmen have
f h* home and also at toe grave Friday by
t<> send my bread recipe so wi
County campaign
eunrit it in
Which through weary years
this.
been appointed as follow.*:
Rev. John Carson.
Echo, d with its sy mpathy
Hope, Aunt Mad e, you nave g«*t as strong
Uci. 2S.
Androscoggin—Alfred J. Sweet. AuF.
All thy smiles ai d tears.
a* ever by now. and that
you ai .! yours nave
burn
Thank God for thy mother's love.
the
influenza
With
FAST
OK
LAND.
re-1escaped
loving *
Aroostook—Thomas F. Phair, Presque
Guard the priceless boon.
iuge to you aud ad thenar-, wii. *i«y gznwl-ti.e
K *1icR Duntiar is employed hi iht fl^b
Isle.
For the bitter parting hour
fur this time.
n J V.
hatchery.
Cumberland- Henry F Merrill, PortCometh a*' too ««v>n.
Franklin W.llard S. Bass. Wilton
Hancock—Thomas Searls, Bar Harbor.
Kennebec Dr A Joly, Wsterrille.
Knox—Horatio N. McDoaglll, Rock-

citi-

active aud

an

good bealtb, and be survived a second attack but a few days, bis death occurring
Oct. 16
Hia age was seventy-four years.
Mr. Morse was a member of the 31st
Maine regiment in tbe Civil war. and for

In Such Cases

aource.

and

from which be did

condition,/^

in

J. H.

respected

a

orders

father.

Mr. Morse bad

tbie life of

has lost

belpful member,
busband and

—*

Local Committees toc'ude Many Prominent Citizen* Who Have Dis-

tbe town

tbe fraternal

zen,

Free moot. O.—“I was passing through the critical
had all (
period of life, being forty-six years of age and
heat flashes,
the symptoms incident to that change
£
down
run
in
a
general
nervousness, and was
Lydia E. Pink- \
60 it was hard for me to do my work.
ham’s Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as
the best remedy for my troubles, which it surely proved
I feel better and stronger in every way since
to be.
taking it, and the annoying symptoms have disapMrs. M. Goddes, 925 Napoleon St., Fremont,
peared.
Ohio.

TOR APPOINTED

passing from

tbe

Morse,

Are Here Told the Best Remedy
for Their Troubles.

STATE CHAIRMAN AND DIREC-

played

by

BLUEHLLL.

Planning for Greatest War Fund

Great

former home in Kerry,
called ik,"*
serinns illness ot bis father.
Mrs. M. J. Perry, who has been
bcr daughter. Mr*. Frank L.
Hodgdon
at Center, ha* returned to
North En,‘
worth.
Mrs. Hodgdon
accompanied h "
mother home, remaining a few
davs
0C‘“N.
Neal Mnrphy left
Thursday for port
Willisms, Portland.
his

COUNTY NEWS

at all dealers.

Mf ;ra., Buffalo, N

Foster-Milhurn Co.*
Y.

Ash and

COUNTY NEWS

John Robertson

Mrs.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
wife and
George Harmon,

ing

I

son are

Willie

Havey and

at home

Carpenter,
Curtis

sons

and

home

Oct. 28.

here.
Close time
school*. the

public library

and

places

DEER ItJLE.

of

Pvt.

Sargent Bray has recovered from
amusement, though no serious cases of
heie.
have developed
The influenza, and returned to Camp Devens.
pneumonia
on the wane.
Mias Helen Hardy of Rockland is the
epidemic seems

has, since early guest ot t apt. Leslie Gray and wife.
son-in-law, Roswell
Spanish influenza seems to be on the inspring,
in Dover, crease here and in the
Celand, and his granddaughter,
outlying districts.
home of his sister, Mrs. J.
N. H., i* at the
Paul W. Scott is seriously ill of
pneuHe visited in
for the winter.

Anaemic, run-down, nervous, devitalized conditions
result from poor or thin blood. A glance at the
formula of Vinol, printed on the label, will show
that it contains the very ingredients necessary to
make good blood. It soon creates a healthy appetite, improves digestion, and helps you to get full
benefit from your daily food, and builds you up.

^
Mother’s Gift to Sergeant Inspires Men
to Daring Deeds at Vaire
Wood.

who

G. Mason,

£.

Is Your Blood Poor?
If if is, You Need Vinol

Illinois Men and Australians
Follow American Flag.

H

still regulates a'l churches,

AD&murmenrt.

OFFERED POLISH CROWN

“OLD GLORY” AT FRONT

»lrB. Galen
Will R. have

gone to Boston to stay with their husbauds, who have employment there.

spend-

weeks at the old

three

or

two

were

Sunday.

been with his

jl Mason,
Bar Harbor
ylra.

monia.

the way.

on

Robbins

Eliza

left last

week

The many friends of Carroll B. Knowlton will be pleased to know that he has
been promoted to 1st lieutenant.

to

the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
Robbins at Heron Neck light station,

spend

Pred
Butler accompanied her
jlrs. Temperance
» here Bbe will remain in a
lo Vinalhaven,
for the wiuter.
good situation

Ensign Oscar D. Eaton of Brooklyn, N.
Y., who has been seriously ill of pneumonia at his home here, is
recovering.
Ensign Henry E. Knowlton has returned
to Annapolis, Md., after a short
furlough
here. Ensign Knowlton has been over-

new mail
contract by Llewstarts a new route from
ellyn Norwood
Bernard to Ellsworth, the people are hopeasier schedule of mailing
ing for an
as 7.30 a. ro. has not
parcihrund letters,
favor during the past eight
been in high
The
promise of two
or leu months.
m,ile a day next summer is certainly

When the

seas seven

at

C

10,

the sad

instructor

been
Balti-

Md. His friends are
pleased to
of his rapid advancement gince be
has been in the service.
Although but
twenty-two years of age, Lieut. Torrey is
chief navigating officer on
transports. He
has made eight trips to France.
more,
know

BITUARY.

Oct.

now an

naval

academy.
Lieut Alton L. Torrey who has
home on furlough, has returned to

gratifying.
Wednesday,

times, and is

Annapolis

news came

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Gilley that
Flora had passed away at
their daughter
her home in Fitchburg, Mass., after a few
days' illness of influenza. It was a heartrending blow to the family, and a grievous
shock to her many friends here and elsewhere who had known and loved her from
to

body of Miss Gather, daughter of
(Joyce) and Frank W. Ureenlaw, was
brought here for interment this week.
The

Gva
She
of

great favorite with all because

was a

her

pleasing personality, and will
greatly missed. The family formerly

childhood

sided here.

She

was

be
re-

twenty years of age,

thirty-three years ago,Flossie, and was a nurse in the Metropolitan hostenderly called, was a general pital, N. Y., where she contracted influenza.
favorite with everybody privileged to
Born here

as

she

was

know her

sweet and amiable nature.

many years ahe

Por

Oct. 28.

Taking

position

remunerative

a more

in

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Waldo* Wakefield,
who has been

a

Portland office nearly ten years ago, she
met and married John Harvell, who was
also in the same line of business.

parents, but two years
helped to heal the grief

Miss

Even More Delicioui Than You Expect!

Still following the tiny Stars and
Stripes, a little bigger than a pocket
handkerchief, but, as one of the men
said afterwards, “looking like a regular flag,” the Americans, shoulder to
shoulder with the Australians, passed
through the eastern end of_the wood
and out Into the -bpen fields again.
“The first time I have ever fought under the American flag. Tank,” said a
tall, raw-boned Queenslander with a
first-aid bandage round his head. They
arrived at their final objective, a group
of
trenches
strong,
well-sheathed
linked with the rear defenses of Hamel village, and here th# Chicago sergeant planted his emblem on a bit of
wood and set It on the parnpet. Bullets whistled all round It, cutting the
silk Into ragged strips and eventually
It was wholly shot away save one unrecognizable fragment, which was preserved as a precious souvenir of an
historic day.

Here Is u man who would rather be
a brakemanrin the United States than
a ruler In Europe.
Peter Sobleski, a
descendant of King John III of Poland, says the wild beast of Berlin ofSobleski refered him a kingdom.
cently arrived In Oakland, Cal., from
Arizona, where he has been working
as a brakemnn on a railroad.
He has
made application for enlistment with
the United States army as an Interpreter.
Sobleskl's uncle, who lives In
I-os Angeles, two years ago was offered the throne or Poland under Germany's dominion. He declined, preferring to remain a citizen of the
United States. The Job was then offered to Peter, who also declined.

GUN CREW AT LUNCH

LEAKY ROOF IS NO BOTHER

Knowing their good taste wil>
speedily, tastily convince you
why they are

The Dessert

Hr

vunaananaBaHaMI

for the

freight and all other that she can. She
run between here and Rockland.
Oct. 28.

C.

Alexander
Green

just recovering
tack of influenza.
latter

from

a

Mr. Ham of

a

few

by

him

iu the loss of

influenza.

Bangor is doing the
Parkhurst

on

car-

the

The Green Lake Timber Co. has had its
overhauled, and it is now in tine con-

boat

dition.
The community was saddened by the
death of Mrs. Elmer White of pneumonia.
Mrs. White leaves seven children, most of

their

son

and

them young.

be had in

NORTH SULLIVAN.
at

home

was

operating

a

Mrs. Zemo Hall and grandson Carlyle
have gone to Boston to visit her son and
this section is on the
lodges and churches

will open this week.
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DEDHAM.

Hampden

spent the
week-end with his brother, G. A. Gray.
Mrs. C. A. Messer and Mrs. H. C. Bond
Gray of

Alfred

of Lincoln

are

spending

a

few

weeks with

their sister, Mrs. Gerald Thompson.
Oct. 28.

Mrs. J. B. Havey and daughter, Mrs.
J- G. Bagiev, have gone to Portsmouth,
N. H.,f to* visit their son and brother,
James E. Havey.

Ebeu

B.
_

N,».pAP«r

big

a

gun.

Miss

keeping

Gray

Sedgwick
Hodgkins.

North

bouse for Arthur

Oct. 28.

oEECHlg
“pills

When your head aches, it is usually
caused by your liver or stomach getting
These “sick headaches”
out of order.
quickly disappear as soon as the stomach
is relieved of its bilious contents. Right
your stomach and regulate and tone
the liver with Beecham’s Pills, which
rapidly improve conditions and promptly
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Directions of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.
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MINISTERS GO TO WAR, ;;
ALL CHURCHES CLOSED ;;
■

—

Albany, N. Y.—With the

en-

listment of Rev. William Wallace Eaton, pastor of the Methodist church, Schoharie churches are without ministers.
Every church in the village
has been cloesd up, temporarily
at least, for the call of Uncle
Sam.
Rev. Mr. Eaton will soon be
on his way to France for work
with the Y. M. C. A.
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Clarion Furnace will save coal this
| year and every year for years to
J come.
Eit»b!i<ha£ 1335

WOOD a BISHOP CO.
BANGOH, MAINE

Sold by J ,P. ELDRIDOE, ELLSORTH. Me.

Butter Paper Printed .At
The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable'parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

1000

“

“

“

“

3.50;

size, $2.00
“

I

I

J

THE LID'j

••••••••••••••••••••••••a*

BIG SPHAGNUM MOSS ORDER
Seattle Red Cross to Make About
Twelve Carloads of Surgical

Dressings.
Seattle, Wash.—Two hundred and
fifty thousand sphagnum-moss surgical
dressings, or about twelve carloads,
will be turned out by the Seattle Red
Cross before September 1. Seattle has
been asked to make half of the hall
million allotment for the Northwest.
Sphagnum moss Is gathered in the
swamps on the north bank of the Columbia river near Its mouth. The moss
Is assorted, thoroughly dried, and then
prepared for dressings.
First Lay-Off In 65 Years.
Worcester, Mass.—Henry Clay Graton, founder of the Graton & Knight
Manufacturing company, took his first
lay-off from work recently when he
celebrated his eighty-eighth birthday
anniversary by going out for a twelvehour automobile ride. The firm was
established 65 years ago and he has
been punching the clock 312 regular
days, and some Sundays, every year
since.

3.00

Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four
pounds add 8cja pound for postage.

J

the United States for John •
of Montgomery county, J
whom they believed to be a •
slacker, Rong died a hero on J
the battlefields of France.
•
While reading the list of cas- J
ualtles of the American over- •
seas forces a few days ago, rel- !
attves and friends found Rong’s •
name
with
his
Montgomery J
county address and his home •
address, Rome, Italy.
'Rong had enlisted without no- •
tifying his board.
J

out

2

Lawrenceville, Ind.—A deed issued
to Jesse M. Laird by the United States
government in May, 1819, for 65 acres
of laud on Wilson creek, Dearborn
county, has been placed on the books
of the county recorder's office for the
first time. The original tract of land
consisted of 640 acres and was bought
at $1.25 an acre by Mr. Laird and his
wife. The 65' acres, with the homestead, has not left the family and is
now owned by Samuel M. Laird, his
grandson. Jesse M. Laird and his
wife are said to have been the first
white settlers on Wilson creek.

Dayton, O.—Although governofficials searched through-

ment

•

•

Placed on File in County Recorder's
Office 100 Years After It Was
Drawn.

■

Help Headache

•
•

J

is

Aldridge was called to Portland
this morning by the illness of his daughter, Miss Dorothy, who has influenza.
Frank

: LISTED AS SLACKER,
:
BOY DIES AS HERO ;
:

•

ANCIENT DEED IS RECORDED

Kingman is quite ill.
of

Right proportions between Ere pot,
radiating surface and flues, right j
materials, right manufacture down j
to every joint, door and draft slide
mean control of fire and right results
from every pound of coal. A

paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.25 ; naif-pound

UnloiTI

MARLBORO.

Della

CLARIONS CONSERVE COAL

Price, including

aanarasmztffi''..

Wwrn

pause in the day’s work
when a Canudian gun crew snatches
a bite to eat and gulps down hot soup
before It resumes Its appetite of sending a few more sizzling shells over to
Fritz. The Huns’ meals consist of a
regular diet of shells, samples of
which are seen in the foreground. Note
the strings of foliage in the background which carefully camouflage the

Merely

Miss Alta Black, who has^ been very ill
of pneumonia, is recovering.

Everett^ Jellison and Ralph Gerrish
left Saturday for Cape Ann to work on
the Boston dry dock.

Pearl Tripp,
Perce
Hooper, Ralph
Stanley, James Thompson,William Milne,
Alvin Wentworth, Charles Havey, Rodney
j

;.jQ

G.

1

shipyard.

things.”

season.

Oct. 28.

from

Reuben Merchant has gone to Machias

Mr. White

Mountain pond, and had bis
camp at
family with him. Medical aid could not

Spray.

in

with

for Mr.

penter work
island.

serious at-

Oct. 28.

School,

after

Tucker has returned to his work.

sympathize

three children

brother and his motherless boys.

daughter.
The epidemic

Cberryfleld

visit with Mr. Ashe.

Frank
All

elder.and her daughter,
living in Allston, where
Miss Julia has been a teacher, will now

was

daughter have returned

Mrs. Ashe and

been

Charles
Watson
Brewer Sunday.

Rushtou is working for the
Timber Co., at Northeast

to their home in

Mrs. Marvell the

the home of

Lake

Incident Shows How Yankee Ingenuity Copea With Wartime Inconveniences.

"When we got over here we were
billeted In a queer little French village. The house I got Into had a roof
all punched full of holes.
When It
rained water flooded the room. For
two nights, as I slept rain
trickled
down my neck. The third night I sat
The fourth day I found a flveup.
gallon bucket and moved my cot to
where there was only a single hole
above. I nailed the bucket to a rafter under the hole.
It brimmed over
after four hours. The rest was easy.
I had an alarm clock down In my
pack. I dug It out That night I set
It for 2 a. m„ and at that hour I got
I did
up and emptied the bucket.
that for severul nights.
Frenchmen
around the place thought I was the
smnrtest guy they had ever seen or
heard of.
Believe me, these fellows
are learning by watching the Yanks do

Cove.

parents, the brothers, Clayton. Frank and
Philip, with the A. K. F. in France;
the three Bisrers, Mrs. Nellie McEachern
of Northeast Harbor, Mrs. Rebecca Dunton of Bar Harbor and Mrs. Marguerite
Perkins of Northeast Harbor, both of the

k

Supreme.

shortcake
ANY way
SUPER BA
Red Raspberries
have an appeal that cannot be
denied. Indeed no one wants
to—on acquaintance.
All Dealers.
|
MJlikei-TtaiisMa Cs., Partisan, Me

cream—

sitys:

GREEN LAKE.

bereaved

On ice

St. Louis.—Louis P. Clark, now with
the American expeditionary forces In
France, In a letter to his sister here,
tells how Yankee Ingenuity can cope
He
with wartime Inconveniences.

will

Dr.

decline.

—

The Y'iola Brewer, a well-smack owned
byJ.W. Stinson, has been rebuilt into a
freighter to carry the J. W. Stinson & Co’s

days’
is felt

rash and run down so it was hard
for me to keep about my work.
Other medicines did nogood, but Vinol
enriched my blood and improved my
condition very rapidly.’’-Rose Lasky.
a

with

Wakefield, with two friends,
Donald Wescott of Winter Harbor and
Clinton Tracy of Qouldsboro, spent the
week camping at Forbes' pond.

brother, with

Bradford, Pa.
"I have used Vino! for impoverished blood.
1 was broken out with

[racr blood and suffered from indigestion and bilious attacks. As Vinol
helped my son, I gave it to my
daughter she soon improved in
health, and it has built her up and restored her health.”—Mrs.N.Burnell.

come

Deep sympathy

to work in the

Stewart, were guests of relaUouldsboro Sunday.

Drewsville, N. H.
was anaemic, had

“My daughter

rounded and destroyed a maehtne-gun
post hidden among tree trunks just
inside the wood. As they went on after bombing the Herman crew, the sergeant brandished the little flag over
his hend nnd shouted, "Come on, fellows; there’s another one.” Just ahead
some Australians were lighting around
a shallow pit In which were five Prussians and a machine gun.
Two or
three Chicago boys dashed up with
their bayonets poised. One of them literally fell on a big Rhinelander who
was about to throw a bomb and sent
him sprawling with a cracked skull,
and. with the Australians, put the remainder of the crew out of action and
cleared a dugout behind of 11 submissive fugitives.

Waldo

Oct. 20.

charge of

Wakefield and wife of Bar

Jane W. Moore is spending the
Mrs Frank Shaw at the
“Sands.”

Miss Julia Harvell with the body of her
Amid a profusion of flowers
the dearly beloved daughter and sister
was boned beside her children on Sunday,

take

cargo of

Miss

week

taken

sister-in-law.

who have

a

Ruth

tives in

In his car, with his
father and brother Frank, went to attend
the funeral.
They were joined there by

wife, who

Russell Co. had

Dr. R. W.

ago a second son
for those who had

the eldest

Clayton Gilley,

^

Harbor, with their mother, were here
Thursday, en route for Steuben.
Miss Hilma Spurting and her cousin.

influenza, and in spite of the best of medical skill and nursing, the sufferer was
celled, leaving the husband prostrated by
the same illness, untble to accompany the
remains to Robbinston, the summer home,
where the little ones were laid to rest.
his

T.

The E.

first with the
influenza but recovered. Then the mother
was stricken, but from her sick bed she
her
wrote a cheery, hopeful letter to
mother. Pneumonia followed the attack of
was

farm

on a

rWA

junior volunteer,
at West Bath, has

coal arrive last week.

gooe before.
son

a

returned home.

later Mr. and Mrs. Harvell went to
Fitchburg, where the busy little woman
made a happy home for her husband and
little John, jr. The loss of an infant, and
little
daughter, saddened the
later a

The eldest

S.

chief

operator in the
New England telephone exchange, faithful and obliging in every relation of life.
was

London.—When the Illinois troops
nnd Australians attacked together at
Vaire wood and Hamel, a sergeant of
the American contingent took into action a small American flag, the gift of
his mother. The men under him sur-
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to another he will go,
passing a cup full of hot coffee to hands
that tremble with the cold; bringing the
comfort of a bit of sweet and a smoke.
From

With fonr Hancock county towns
“over the top," and one community.
Eagle island, standing third among
the 500 towns and communities in the

one man

JrJ

242.4 per cent, of its allotment.
The other towns over the top, with
their percentages, are Aurora, 169 4;
Sorrento, 160 9: Plantation 21, 103.7;
Hancock, 101.8. Every county in tbe
State, however, will have to exert its
are

How much will it cost to make that
trip, do you suppose? Counting the
pittance that the Secretary is paid, and
the cost of the chocolate and the cigarettes end all?
Five dollars?
Twenty-five dollars?
I do not know.
But whether it is five dollars or
twenty-five, I’d like to think that it is
my five or twenty-five—wouldn't you?
That some night when it’s cold and lonesome, my money and yours might send a
Secretary out along that frontlinetrench.
Let’s make up our minds that we are
going to pay for a score of those trips.
A score of the nights this winter shall be

W

utmost energy to reach its quota, as
Hancock county, standing fourth of
the sixteen counties, still has only 65
Put Hancock
per cent, of its qaota.
at the head of the list of counties.

fUj)
v
ly

now.

kp

Col. Roosevelt draws the following
logical conclusion from President
Wilson’s appeal for the election of
the
democratic congressmen:
“If
President of the United Stales is
right in the appeal he has just made
to the voters, then you and I have no
right to vote at this election or to

to

n

w

hich office

that time

oe

was

his

on

poluics

elected

soon

wvj

to

later he

“Now for

nurse

can

tience and

Campaign

ork^y^ESjlJ

to
re-

Jj

brought

before this nation.”

the past week, notes have
passed between President Wilson
and the German government. The
President, in brief, turned over the
of

Capt. Bert

M.

Dickson, well known as
Maine Central steamers on
the Frenchman’s Bay service, died last
week in Kockland,
aged
thirty-eight
He recently moved to Rockland
years.
from Castine.
commander of

armistice to
arranging
the military board of the allies, and
John Gott of West Tremont, himself an
Germany replies that she awaits
these terms. It is Bate to predict employee of the government, has reason to
that the terms will be nothing short be proud of his sons. Two, Claude and
of unconditional surrender. Details Osmond, cooks with Co. 1, XOith infantry,
have been cited by the major general comof the armistice will doubtless inmanding for “marked gallantry and mericlude conditions under which the
torious service” during the battle of the
German
armies
would
evacuate
to
25.
Another son,
Marne, July 18
Belgium ana France; occupation of Charles, has been made a corporal, and
strategic points in Germany by Chester has just arrived overseas.
Allied forces so as to remove the
Ivory C. Anderson of Surry has gone
possibility of a renewal of hostilities;
matter

an

demobilization of the German army ;
I
restrictions on the manufacture of
monitions; occupation cf strategic
naval bases and the treatment of Gernaval vessels and submarines.

man

President Wilson has sent out an S.
O. 8. political call. Elect democrats to !

Congress

at the November elections,
I will be personally discredited,
he says in substance. “The return of
or

a republican majority to either house
of the Congress would be interpreted
as a repudiation of my
leadership.”
Politics had b en “adjourned,” by the

President’s own happy characterization of the situation, but politics has
been “called to order” with a jolt by
the partisan appeal, which is apt to
The
records
prove a boomerang.
show the republicans of Congress
strongly and consistently alligned
behind the adminstration in its war
measures, and lacking the argument
of lack of support from the minority side of Congress, the President
must

perforce make

it a

personal ap-

peal for a Congress he
We give
absolutely.

control
Mr. Wilson
credit of recognizing the fact that the
people, in giving their support, make
a sharp distinction between the President of the United Slates, Mr. Wilson,
can

and Mr. Wilson, the President.
Kin KK V

erty

loan

women

committee

raieed

over

reports

fo,000,000

is with her
w

ho is

ill,

Grace and

daughter, Mrs. Howard Lord,
Lord’s two daughters,

also Mrs.

Ray.

All

that the

ol the sub-

The annual meeting ol the Maine teachassociation, previously postponed, has
been cancelled.

blood on the
Medicine sots through the
mucous surfaces, expelling the poison from
the blood and healing the diseased portions.
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Medicine for a short time you will see a great
improvement in yonr general health. Start
taking Hall's Catarrh Medicine at once and
get rid of catarrh. Send for testimonials,

of
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Fuller,

Ransom B.

Redman of Newton Uphas

days in town.
Capt. J. B. Chatto

been

spending

a

few

Long

weeks.

ployed

on

a

Stevens, who has been emmackerel fisherman
from

Gloucester, Maas.,
Oct. 28.

is home.

Dalt.

Archie

Cousins have gone to Bangor to

work.
Mrs.

Daniel McKay went to Portland,

Allston

Milliken is building

an

annex

Miss
her

Mrs. Evelina

Cousins has gone to Ban-

called

to

Island to drive teams for

derful

remains

the
for

our

He became, through his large grasp of
national affairs, one of the most powerful
men in the Senate, and his long term of
office elevated him to the most important

chairmanships including those
affairs and the appropriations
He exercised

a

in

power

of

been indulging in a wonThe American boys found

of

an

old

bath tub

in

a

French chateau, and resurrected it
benefit. Until it was patched up

placed

and
in

just

luxury.

shelled

tees.

Rock-

Staples

Eva Marks ot East Blnehill is with

sister,

Mrs. Cora

Alley,

for

a

few

Clara Clapp spent a tew days this
week with her niece, Mrs. Fred
Cole, at
North Brooklin.
Mrs.

Eugene Day

E. Nevelle’,
caring tor her daughter, Mrs. Frank Day,
who has been quite ill ot
grip, but is now
better.
is

at E.

Florence Allen, with a friend, Ruth Davis, who spent the past three weeks here
on

account of

studies

to his house.

was

Fred Page and Bert Henricson have gone
on

Mr.

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Olds, Oct. 27.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Andrew Wood left Monday for Bangor,
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine has been taken where he has employment.
the
past thirty-five
by catarrh sufferers for
Guy Jordan and Merrill Carter returned
years, and has become known as the most
reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh to Bucksport seminary Saturday.

P/J.OHHNHY A CO-, Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, Tic.

1

is ilL

gor for the winter.

HOW’S THIS?

the steamer

Falls, Mass.,

per

<& Allen.

Monday.

ere’

just

preciated

I

ward

is at home.

improving.
Mrs. Mildred Wells of Lawrence, Mass.,
is with her sister, Mrs. O. J. Stevens, who
are

BURRY.

scriptions.

now

William H Simmons,

Mrs.

lib-

the way, we were located in a forest
where the Germans mounted one of their

big monster
Mason

! wife.
i

Mrs. Frank M.

through,

“By

at

wooden

our

wash

content with

a

disposal
tubs,

we

had to bathe

sometimes

or

shower bath

be

of water from

ordinary bucket.
“The constant cannonading has aflected

on

my eardrums and
famous Egyptian

naval

commit-

hear

national

1

am

as

Sphinx.

deaf
Can

as

the

hardly

word.

a

“The

water

here

over

is

so

hard

you

proportion to the im- can’t get a lather. After dissolving the
of the State he represented, and soap it looks like a scum of grease floatland Monday by the illness of his wife, portance
gave to Maine and to New England a leading over the top.
who is visiting their son Leroy.
“I attended mass in a French church
ership recognized throughout the country.
The community was saddened ThursTwice he was offered cabinet portfolios, the other morning. It had been all shot
day by the death of Reuel R. Dority. Mr. and twice be refused. In 1874 President up by the Germans, and looked like it
Dority was the son of the late Robert and Grant appointed him post master-general, might tumble down any minute. All the
Sarah Sargent Dority. He leaves his wife,
and President Hayes offered him the portpriests in France are in the army. Borne
one son, Charles, and five grandchildren,
away “over the top” in the bean-raising
folio of secretary of the navy, but he deare non-commissioned officers—sergeants
besides
three
and
brothers
two
sisters.
competition, having raised 298 beans from
clined both, preferring to remain in Con- and coporals.
The French priests
say
one bean, at one planting.
He also raised
Mrs. John H. Bennett was called to
gress. He did later accept an appoint- mass in their uniforms, then go out and
three squashes that weighed 30, 38 and 40 Philadelphia Oct. 18, by the sudden death ment as member of the national
demons. No
wonder
the
monetary fight like
pounds, one table beet weighing three of her son, Capt. Harry H. Bennett, who commission. He was a delegate to the natives love them.
and one-fourth pounds, one cattle beet died of pneumonia at Key West, Fla. national
“No wonder
the
French are
the
republican conventions of 1868,
weighing six pounds, and one parsnip His wife, who has resided in Philadelphia 1876 and 1880.
wealthiest people in the world per capita.
twenty-three inches long. He wishes to the past year, was called to Florida, but
Mr. Hale married, in 1871, Mary DougThey live on practicaly nothing. The
know through The American if any did not arrive until after Capt. Bennett’a lass,
daughter of Zachariah Chandler, long custom over here in time of peace is no
death. Funeral services were held at Key senator from
other farmer in Hancock county can beat
Mrs. Hale sur- real breakfast—just
Michigan.
coffee
and
black
this rocord.
West, and his widow brought the body to vives him, with three sons. Chandler, bread. Can you imagine an American
Philadelphia, going from there to San Frederick, new U. 8. senator from Maine doing without his or her ham and eggs,
EAST SURRY'.
Francisco, Cal., for burial. At the time of and Eugene.
bacon, buckwheat, etc.?
his death Capt. Bennett was in command
“The American soldiers located an old
Mrs. B. H. Stanley and daughter BarThe body arrived here this morning by
of the steamship W. M. Benton.
He was
bara are ill.
car, accompanied by Mrs. Hale apple orchard the other day and we have
private
the second son of Capt. John Bennett and
had apple pie. The ’dough-boys’
and her three sons. Judge Clarence Hale just
Mrs. John O. Conary has gone to Newwife, and was about thirty-two years old. and wife of Portland are also here for the made it themselves and furnished us
ton, Mass., where she has employment.
He was highly respected by all.
nurses with a treat."
funeral.
M. K. Olds and wife are receiving conOct. 28.
Sim.
Owing to the ban on public funerals,
on
the
birth
of
a
on
gratulations
daughter
there was a private service at the grave in
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Sunday, Oct. 27.
Woodbine cemetery this afternoon, Rev.
Fred Alien has purchased a new OakOh, Dear, No!
Mrs. Jas. F. Carey has gone to Boston to
R. B. Mathews of the Congregational
No, Maude, dear, just because a
spend the winter with Mr. Carey, who land car
cburch officiating.
deaf mute talks with his hands is no
has employment there.
Mrs. Rose Pervear spent a tew days last
The honorary bearers were former Chief
reason why he should drown his sorweek in Ellsworth.
Justice L. A.
M. D. Chatto has purchased E. C. GasCongressman John
Emery,
rows In the huger bowl.—Philadelphia
A. Peters, Hon. H. E. Hamlin, Henry M.
par’s place at Surry, and moved there.
Roy Allen and wife were in Bangor
W.
Cushman and Charles
Record.
Hall, Henry
Mr. Gaspar has moved into the house Thorsday and Friday.
Peters, former townsmen and legal associoccupied by the late J. D. Gray.
Harry ThnrBton has a crew ot men on ates of Senator Hale.
Mrs. Lydia Springer of Partridge Cove the state road at Sedgwick.
jFot Salt.

TO CARIBOU.

Toe State chairman of the women’s

-.-

Fred N. Whitman of Middleboro, Mass.,
I has been the guest of H. W. Wesson and

on

nurses.

provised railroad track. The gun was
camouflaged with fake trees. The crew
that operated thia gun lived in a cave.

j

ployed

American

biggest guns and shelled Paris during the
great Hun drive last spring. The Yankees
captured ooe of these big cannon when
they swept the Huna out of thia sector. I

working for Mrs. Fred J. Sargent.
Miss Mary H. Milliken has gone to
Newton Upper Falls, Mass., for the winter.

and blossoms.

During

are

French have gone

j
!

Mass.

Florence

Miss

terrible, but the paAmerican and
simply wonderful. The

chaps lu the world.
I have bad patients so badly shot op
they could not move hand or foot, bat
they never forgot to smile when you did
something for them. I have seen men
suffer excruciating pain for hours at a
time and
never
even
whimper. Our
people back home can’t realize what these

w

Scott R. Lymburner has returned home

Elliot,

as-

nothing but wouuded French in
our hospital for months.
All the nurses
agree that the poilus are the most grateful

SARGENTVILLE.
from

an

have

we

We had

bearings
COUNTY GOSSIP.

people ahead of loyalty to the servant
Julius Young of Ellsworth picked, on
of the people, is to have a voice in
Friday m Hancock, a wild strawberry
determining the greatest question plant
containing ripe and green fruit
ever

■

are

French love to talk to

For the Boys in
the Service

-..

give you

fortitude of

French soldiers

have

—-

as

in the darkness.

“The wounds

this gun.

plete servility ir entitled to control
Congress; and no man who is a republican, and no man whether republican or not, who puts loyalty to the

fast

As

us.
I have to etherize my boys
many a night by lantern light, and a ben
the danger signal is sounded, we turn off
all lights and squirm around as best we

discnss

W’

hospital,

our

fifty patients.

signed

because our representative has passed.

United War

facts about

some

fifty men; this will
the amount of work

to

of

idea

Congress, serving ii» the lower House

HJI

guarding this

are

pass one bunch to the rear, another
batch of wounded takes their places. One

was

[pm

the

we

elected term after term, until his voluntary retirement in 1911, after thirty years
of continuous service in the Senate.

I

Americans

Ofir tents bold

after

ten years, and in 1881 he was elected
tbe United States Senate. He was

hospital.

front

from

base sector.

elected

was

real

a

miles

are

hoep.uls.

was

life

Ours is

only eight
firing
line.
We keep the hoy6 twenty-four to
then
sead
to
the
them
forty-eight hours,

county,

political

in

rise

rapid. Two years

|

j

We

Hannibal

Hale’s entrance

at

influenza,

returned to their

N. E. conservatory,

Boston,

Withee has enlisted in the merchant marine, and left for Boston Satur-

day.
Eugene and Cleveland Conary are home
from Bar Harbor, where they have been
employed.
Oct. 29.

L.

of all

PENOBSCOT.

PIGS FOR SALE

Miss Bernice Varnam spent Sunday in
Ellsworth.

*)A FA8T-Growing
8 and 8 week8
•kU

Capt. J. B. Sellers has returned from
a trip to Jonesport.
Mark Smith, wite and son Sheldon ol
Bangor, are spending a vacation here.
Mrs. Uuth Smith returned Saturday
from Seal

Harbor

were

she

spent

At Hancock Hocnb

house on Beal avenue.
Walsh, Ellsworth.

HOU8E—Parody
Inquire of E. J.

Miss

the

Perkins ol Caatine is ill
of her aunt, Mrs.

Oct. 28.

Hazel

Davis,

who

is

employed

Caatine, spent a few days last week
with her aunt, Mrs. Uortense Griadle.

in

Woodlockb.

Oct. 28.

X.

Willfulness and Will.
Do not mistake willfulness for will.
most determined to get her own way in
everything. lacks will power. Will is conducive to self-control, willfulness to
a lack of It.
The dlfflculty a girl's
proper guardian, her parents and her
teachers, encounter In bringing her to
do what is expected of her Is not the
measure of her will, but of her willfulness.—Pennsylvania Grit

Very often the girl who la

OAK POINT.

girl, private family of

week. Apply
Harbor; $6
SECOND
E. Pattbbson, Bar Harbor, lie.
a

Jordan and family have moved
Ellsworth.

Arthur

two in
to Mbs.

direct,”

and

wife,

and

Horace

Grindle have moved to Lamoine to
age the Pearl Phillips farm.
Oct. 28.

man-

X.

apPo|Si

Bnckaport,

iesui,'?*!

f

of qat"‘
Qa.
ficatnm October 15, a. d 1918.
CUrinda M Jordan, late of
Waltham u
aaid county, deceaaed
Witson A. Ooogin> *.
Waltham, in said county, and Harrv
L Cf»s
tree of Ellsworth, in said
.county. appoint,*,
executors of the last will and
tesiarnent
said deceased, August 13, a. d. 1918.
testamentary Issutd to said executors. Oct«
w'
her 12. a. d 1918.
Arthur E. Wescott. late of Blnebill. \q,.a
wunty. deceaaed. Nellie P Wescott of * d
Biuehill. appointed executrix of the last wi
aud testament of said deceased; date of on*
M
fleation October 1. a. d. lisle.
William Denery, late of B
Harbor, in said
county, deceased. Annie Denery of s»id Bar
Harbor, appointed executrix ol the last will
and testament of said deceased ; date of
anali
Scat ton October 15, a. d. 1918.
Being teB
absent from tbe State of Maine ih*
p
appointed Charles B. Pioeo of Bar HIr
bor, in the connty of Hancock, state of
Maine, as her agent in aaid Slate of Maine si
the law directs.
Josephine B. Bunker, better known a*
Josie B. Bunker, late of Sullivan, in said
W’
B. Bisisdeii of said
county, deceased.
Sullivan,
appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
Octooer 8, a. d. 1918.
Emily F. Newman, late of Southwest fiar.
bor. In said county, deceased
Charles E
Ha> net of Mid Southwest Harbor, appointed
administrator of'he estate of said deceased
date of qualification October 15, a. d. 1914

$

Lett#?,

Krarily

imam »■»
niiiingn, iA-.e or uritna, in uid
Jessie L. Smiib of Baez*,
county, de« eased
port. In said county, appointed administratrix
of tbe estate of aaid deceased; da e of qoaiification October 15. a. d. 1919.
Alonzo J. I'andage. late of Bluehill, in uid
county, deceased. Lois M. Candoge of Burry
in said count}, appointed administratrix of
the eataie of aaid deceased; date of qualification October ft, a d 1918.
Pbebe P Whiting, late of Caatine. in uid
Charles K. Whiting of
county, deceased.
Cripple Creek. Colorado, appointed administrator of tbe estate of said deceased; date of
qualification October 1. a. d. 1918. Not being
a resident of tbe State of
Maine, be has ap.
pointed John P. Whiting of astine. in the
connty ef Hancock, Stale of Maine, aa hit
agent in said .State of Maine, as the law directs.
Sarah J. Walker. late of Brooksville. in said
Emma J. Tunncy of sa:u
county, deceased
Brooksville, in said county, appointed ad
ministratrix of the estate of said deceased:
date of qualification October 1. a. d. 1918.
L. Paris Cushing, a peraon of unsound mind
of Bluehill, ic said county. W C. Conary of
Bucksport. in aaid county, appointed guardian of said L. Paris Cushing; date of qualification October 1, a. d. 1918.
Sidney P. Stockbridgr, late of Ellsworth, is
said county, deceased. Henry B. Stockbridgr.
of aaid Ellsworth, appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased; dais of qualification October 24. a. d. 1918.
KeslaR. Jones, a person of unsound mind
of Brooksville. in said connty. Fred J. Perkins of aaid Brooksville, appointed guardian
of said Kezia R. Jones; date of qualification
September 10.a. d. 1915.
Annie E. Lindsay, late of Lawrence. Essex
Massachusetts, deceased
county, state of
Oeorge Me Lane of said Lawrence, appointed
administrator with the will annexed of the
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
Not being a resident of
October 1, a. d. 1915
the State of Maine, he has appointed Jerome
H. Knowles of Northeast Harbor, in the
county of Hancock. State of Maine, at hi«
agent in aaid Slate of Maine, as tbe law di-

rects.

Fanny Platt Wrright, late of Philadelphia
Pennsylvania, deceased. Sydney L. Wright
of said Philadelphia, appointed executor of
the last will and testament of aaid dreeased
date of qualification September 10. a d. 19lft
Not being a resident of tbe State of Maine, he
has appointed Jerome H. Knowles, of Northeast Haibor. n the county of Hancock. Mate
of Maine, as hts agent in aaid State of Maine,
as the law directs.
Dated at
Ellsworth, thia thirtieth day
of October, a. d. 1918.
Cut* E. Ml'lla.w, Acting Register of Probate
NOTICE OF rOIBCLOftUHE.
Cora L. Conners of Mount
Btate of
Desert. Hancock county,
ff
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated April !3.
1915. and recorded in Hancock county registry
of deeds, in book 515. pag- 211, couveytd te
Winfield 8. Smallidge of aaid Mount Desert,
the undersigned, a certain lot or jiarcel of
land with tbe buildings thereon, situated at
or near tbe village of S» a] Harbor, in said
Mount Dtsert, aud being the whole of
number twenty five (25) as sho*u ou plan
entitled. “Plan of House Lota on the Duubsr
Road, Beal Harbor. Maine. 190b," recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, book of
plans 3. page 42. tbe said lot being bounded
northerly by lot number twenty six. westerly
by lot number twelve, southerly by lot number twenty four and easterly by the westerly
line of the private way or road shown upon
said plan, being the moat easterly private wav
running north and south shown thereon, and
hereinafter described.
Together with and as
appurtenant to every part of the premiss
hereinaoove described m conveyed,the follow
ing rights, privileges and easements which
are to be used and enjoyed in common by the
grantee herein, his heirs and assigns, and ail
other persons who may be dow or hereafter
A right
entitled to similar eights, to wit:
of way for ail purposes of a way over a strip
of land everywhere two rods in width next
adjoining on the east the easterly tier of lots
shown on said
including the lot herein-

\\THEREA8

above

plan,
as

described

conveyed, andextendinf

from tbe old county road to the northerly line
of the croes road hereinafter referred to.
leading westerly to the Jordon Pond Road,
together with similar rights of way over the
two cross roads, shown on said plan extending from the way above granted westerly t#
and into the Jordan Pond Road, said crossroads being thirty feet in width as shown on
said plan where they cross the lots as laid out
and shown on aaid plan and twenty feet in
width from aaid lota to said Jordan Pond
Road
No other rights of way or proposed
rights of way shown on said plan are granted,
and no other rights are granted except rights
of way for purposes of a way over tbe strips
of land or ways above described; and wherea*
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim *
foreclosure of aaid mortgage, and give tbi*
notice for that purpose.
W IN FI BLD 8. SMALUDUB
By Chaa. H. Wood, his attorney.
Mouut Desert Me.. October 21. 1918

Cotters.

cooks for
boys,
positions. Apply always to Mills HoAoimcy, new quarters, 90 Main street,
87 years.
Established
800 girls
Bangor.
wanted for best summer hotels.
Inclose
I stamp for reply. Few high grade housework
hotel

til

|

j placet

NOTICE

proprietors of the Rural Cemetery
Association of Sedgwick are hereby

THE

notified to meet at the office of Smith Bros
store on Tuesday. Not. 5, 1918, at 7 p. m w
act on the following articles:
be
1. To see if the proprietors will rote to
incorporated under a State charter.
2.
To elect officers for the new organiiation.
8. To transact any other business that may

properly
Bar
Wm.

HOTEL HaP WANTED
Shirley McFarland is home from
Presque Isle, where he has been employed. ffrn WOMEN and girls wanted for best
tlU year around hotels in Maine; 26
Samuel Gray has moved his family into waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
the Brewer bouse. Mr. Gray will act as kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and
caretaker.
ano
burs
second
third
Stephen Kimball

»!?•

,5d.Vu

xpccial

yrmalr $tlp Cfflantrt.

Mrs. Velma B. Haynes left Sunday for
Milo for the winter.
back to

ol.

^

SEAMENChance for Advancement—Free.
U. 8. Shipping Board free navigstion school
at Portland trains seamen for officers’ berths
Short cut to the
in new Merchant Marine.
bridge. Two years’ sea experience required.
Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
six weeks. Apply to Fbank A. Wilson at
school. Municipal Bldg, Portland, between
1.80 and 5 p. m. Saturdays 8.80 a. m. to 12 noon.

home

Otis Leach.
Miss

j.0?!

epunty

J^elp €ZHant&

Minnie

iC.
Rolf*'*'

—

the

summer.

here at

White Chester pigs.
old; prices reasonable.
Ellsworth.

Stablb.

Co EtL

Thursday.

A

Albert

affairs out

„e°

Jihine

?*wd”^’rt:

next week.

became Hale

county attorney of Hancock

Ked Cross

now a

IKOKtTE MiriCRs.
’VOT"'E I, h*r,hT et.ea that the
AA
PW'tnei;if. r.een maA. k**lr'l
?i- k.l-loirt wwhl
br
and !or
Hancd a. stack of da
co”»»Jof
J ■*
K Carp-uter, Ute of
Bar Ba.a
In aaid county, deceaaed
Aanaa
*
ol Bar Harbor. In aal.1 conn »
<i
peeler Uacyof Ac wb .ro o. H odtoa '*
of
>bf
Hi./Mo an,) „ll(
York, aopofrt* : ekeckloe* of tbe Ian
tcatamn t of aid derraaad. d .t»
otlon October a. a
d !»u
Tba aaid
Carpenter Macy no- b.-ln* a re.id.ni
Hta e of Milne, baa
appointed Aloert o
Lyuetn ol Ba- Harbor, In tie c nntT M u 8
cwk. State ol Mal e, aa her annt
” Mla
stale ol Maine, aa tbe law
Harriet E. Harrltuan, late of
Bnckaoon
aaid county, deceaaed.
Hiram J. Hamm. *
of aaid
in -aid ronnty,
n.color of the laat wld am
d“*
WkHfcutlo.

night. The soldiers sang and
October
gave funny recitations.
To-day they are j
Herbert L. Abbott, late ol
Bnckaport.
risking their lives for America and Mid county, deceased.
The Merrill r.
Company of Baogor. Penooacot countT Rt.i*
democracy.
of Maine, appointed executor of
the
J'*
“We expect to be awfully busy for the and
testament of said deceased, date

coming here, and which he held (or nine
years. In 1866 he was elected to the
and from
legislature from Ellsworth,

jL

nights
—nights when the boys greet joyously the chocolate and cigarettes that
our money provided; and are happier

W/
Xrajv

as

Is

rt last

cone

practice for years.

Mr.

J
w

Ellsworth,

of

“Big battle on to-day and the roar of
the guns is terrific. The barragmg is like
heavy thunder. Just think, ail tnis fearful busmes» was preceded by a beautiful

Emery’s appoint-

into

ross Nurse Near Front.
Katherine Cronin of 8t. Louis,

France and stationed at an advanced dressing station, only eight miles
from the front line trenches, and on a
sector now occupied by the American
forces.
In
letter to her coosiu, Mrs. J.
A. CaInane, of St. Lcuis, printed in the
Globe-Democrat of that city, she writes:

rears.

name

Mr.

Red

Now

nuree in

E. Hamlin
with Mr. Hale,
was taken into tbe firm
Harr.lin
and the present firm of Hale A
was formed.
Mr. Hale still retained his
membership in tbe firm, though not in active

our

pH

firm

bench.

ment to the

Men will hail him cheerily, slapping
him on the back; and when he has gonefvESIw
things will be a little easier in that trench
because he has passed that way.

State, Hancock county is making a
good showing in the war savings campaign. Eagle island’s sales, 91,899,

office, and the
Emery. Upon

the
A

Girl

FI Is worth

formerly

stand the strain.
Instead, he entered tbe law offices of
Howard A Strout in Portland to study
law, and in June, 1S5T, was admitted to
the Cumberland county bar. He located
first in Or land, but soon came to Ellsworth and formed a law partnership with
the late Thomas Robinson under the firm
Some time afname of Robinson A Hale.
ter the death of Mr. Robinson, Loci >us
A Emery, afterward chief justice, enu red

,ik

rettes.

C
Mies

Eugene Hale was born at Turner, Me.,
June 9, 1836. tbe son of James Sullivan and
Betsy (Staples) Hale, of Did English stock
which came from Hertfordshire to Massachusetts in 1635. He attended schools in
Turner and Hebron academy, fitting for
college, but did not enter, it being feared
at that time that bis health would not

uJ,'

a heavy ladened Secretary will make
his way along.
In his hands will be great steaming
pots: in his pocket chocolate and ciga-

If notes are to be wiitten, we prefer tbe sledge-hammer rhetoric of a
Roosevelt to the pretty phraees of a
Wilson.

public question while the war
lasts. If his appeal is justified, only
that fraction of the democratic party
which accepts toward the President
the rubber-stamp attitude of com-

¥

WILL tell you what will happen some
*
night this winter in France. Some
night when its cold and dark. Thore
will be a rustling through the front line
trench, where our boys stand guard. And

^

Bafttneescoronmnleatlons sbould be addressed

o. and all cbecEe aDd money orders made pat
aoie to Thr Hancock County Publishino

Buy

Ills

had been in

Mr. Hale
the past lew

D. C.

declining health

I

rear

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
ask tr.own on application.

Washington,

Somebody’s Dollars Will Do It—
I Wonder if They’ll Be Yours

A

W. H. Titus, Editor and Manager.

n.~

at

Home In Washington.
Ex-Senator Eugene Hale ot Ellsworth
died Sunday
morning at bis borne in

vVKKT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

•Ia SCOCE CO i/NT Y

i-tgii Iiotiiw.

—.■■i

Away Sunday Morning

Passed

rmnras

81

DKAFKNKB BY BIG OCN8.

KX-8KXATOK HALS DEAD.

£hc €Usworth American

before said meeting.
Sedgwick this 24th day of Octo-

come

Dated at
ber, 1918.

Per order Thso. A. Smith. Pres.
Attest :-Pbax< E. All hi*. Clerk.

j

B

THE army draft.

j

with

BOARD BUSY

examinations
CALL

ANOTHER

physicai

this week.

GOING

OUT

AMINATIONS TUESDAY,

|

FOR EX-

WEDNE8--

DAY AND THURSDAY OF
NEXT WEEK.

The local board is busy this week with
examinations of Class 1 men ol
draft. One hundred and fifty
the new
called for examination, fifty
njen were

physical
each

Tuesday,

day,

Thursday. Another

Wednesday

call

will go

and

out

to-

morrow for men to be examined next
week, forty each day, Tuesday, Wednesd*y and Thursday.
Tbe board wilt also complete to-morrow
the ?e iding out of questionnaires to the
remaining registrants of the new draft.
The men called for examination this
week

are as

follows;

James W Mitchell, Bar Harbor.
Oswald W Ells, Bucknport.
9 Stepbeu L Joy, Ellsworth.
12 Lewis E Shepherd, Little Deer Isle.
19 Harry Duffy, South Bluehill.
23 Andrew I»orton, Mt Desert.
28 Koyce P Allen, Bucksport
30 Kenneth LSumner, Winter Harbor.
39 Henry P Hutchins, West Franklin.
40 Samuel F Bowden, Bucksport.
43 Harvey C Saunders, Surry.
45 OmarO Friend, Brooklin.
48 Hoy S Salisbury, Bar Haibor.
69 Byrou E Davis, Orland.
60 George Y Grindle, Northeast Harbor
62 Lawrence V Lynch, Bar Harbor.
?2 Ivory W Higgins, Bar Harbor.
79 Clyde M Torrey, Atlantic.
85 Frank H Grindle, East Orland.
86 Maynard W Grant, N Sedgwick
92 Garfield Candage, East Bluehill.
102 George W Wentworth, West Tremont.
117 Alexander L Candage, Surry.
121 Decatur N Grindle, S Penobscot
125 Robert T Foss, Mannet.
132 James F Hancock, Southwest Harbor.
133 Walter V Graves, Ellsworth.
136 Clarence W Lewis, South Gouldsboro.
157 David Marshall. Jr., Seal Harbor.
158 John H Homer, Manset.
167 Walter J. Hamilton, Ellsworth Falls.
176 Leslie W Lampher, Mt Desert.
178 Harold F Gonzales, Hall Quarry.
181 Gerald L Pickering, East Orland.
184 Miles M Mclntire, Seal Harbor.
185 William E Burrill, Camden.
189 Lee Stanley, Swan's Island.
198 Ingwall G Quam, Seal Harbor.
210 Robert T Carlisle, Ellsworth.
217 Ernest H Snow, E Orland.
219 Dannie B Byan, South Brookaville.
2&5 Fred L Lurvey, Northeast Harbor
237 Frederick C Wooster, Southwest Har
238 Dana L Donaldson, Tremont.
244 Harold L Bobbins, Stonington.
256 Lewis L Myrick, Winter Harbor.
280 Ambrose R Dmsmore, Hull's Cove.
2

5

286 Herbert D
301
310

George

M

Forrest E

Judkins, Stonington.
Campbell, Rock wood.
Murphy,Southwest Harbor.

Walker, N Hancock
325 Lewis A Garlaud, Eden.
315 Neal E

335

Ralph

Richardson, Bucksport.

8
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828

Percy LChipman, Bucksport.

832 Emery A Smith, Surry.
833 Wynea C Stover, Sargentville.
847 Lawrence B Willey, Ellsworth.
854 Owen H
860 Waldo P

Treworgy, Ellsworth Falls.
Taylor, Deer Isle.
879 James E Hutchins,
Bucksport.
885 Fred W Brookings, Mt Desert.
889 Merton W Grlndie,
Bucksport.
891 Fred H Emery, Sullivan.
895 Carroll H Butler, Ellsworth.
3393 Stanley Silver, Stonington.
EXAMINED

TO BK

NEXT WEEK.

Calls will be sent oat Thursday for forty
to report each day, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, for phy.-ical examination. The following are in order for this
call, with more to be added:
men

899
900
911
951

965
973
974

Ralph

Jordan, Franklin.
Carlton li Smallidge, Winter Har.
Eriand L Haslem, Waltham.
George W Anderson, Bar Harbor.
Koscoe M Heath, W Penobscot.
Jarvis Gray, S Brooksville.
Wilbur L Friend, S Bluehiil.
B

Young,
Henry L Tapley, Brooklin.

987 Leo H
998

Corea.

Isaacs Higgins, Mt Desert.
K Moore, Gouldsboro.
1003 Maynard Salisbury, Ellsworth.
1014 Leroy Stover, Birch Harbor.
1000

1021

Hervey

M

Spurling, Cranberry

Miss Marcia Gordon,
at

euza

the

hear she is

trained

a

has been

home of

Gordon and wife.

Her friends

are

Superintendent of Schools E. S. Higgins
resigned, and Miss Adah Savage, one
of the town’s high school
graduates," and
a
successful teacher, has||been honored
with the position. Her friends are confident of her fitness.

marriage

of Pvt. Don W. Copper
Robbins Corneal was performed
by B. A. Blaisdell, esq., Monday. Private
Copper, who was spending a furlough
with Comrade Crabtree, was detained
by

and Rena

The community

Harriman, son of Charles and
(Tracey) Harriman.
Young

of

the

Harriman

had been in camp but two
months, his death resulting from pneumonia, following au attack of measles.
His body was brought here
Thursday,
Oct. 24, with Corp. William Kirby as es-

Brewer.

G Candage, Surry.
Herrick, Bluehiil.
Lloyd A Hutchins, Penobscot.
Clifton E. Pettee, Seal Harbor.
Carroll R Walls, Brooklin.
Guy E Soper, Orland.
Leroy Carter, Sedgwick.
Howard BThurlow, Stonington.
Willie E Snowman, Orland.
Donald K Cowing, Eden.
Burton W Conley, Ellsworth Falls.
Raymond R York, W Penobscot.
Jose Gomez, Stonington.
Austin L Ginn, Bucksport.
Harry L Stratton, Ellsworth.

1091 Alton

cort.

tery, conducted by Rev. C. W. Lowell, and

Robert C Dow, Seal Cove

1104

was

Irving

1110

347 Earl M

E

Heath,

Orland

Gray, Bucksport

Gross, Slonington.

347aEugene L Ryder, Bar Harbor
354 Thurlow E Hammond, Ashville.
387 Robert L Mullao, Ellsworth.
391 Daniel F Patterson, Bluehill.
392 Fritz H Bunker, South Gouldsboro.
393

Reujamin

406

Charles L Cunningham, Surry.

421

Sylvan

E

V

Knowltou, Stonington.

Applebee, Bucksport.

425 Leslie E McCrae, Seal Harbor.
427 Btkeman Bates, South Brooksville.
428 Thomas E Gower, Bar Harbor.
435 Irving L Brewer, Bar Harbor
444 Earle O Jordan, Ellsworth.
445 Fred H Coggins, Surry.
448 Daniel Orr, N Sullivan.
451 Everett T Giles, East brook.
456 Leon C Weed, Deer Isle.
466 George G Wit ham, Bucksport.
468 Harry E Leighton, W Eden.
472 Warren Bakernm, Cape Hosier.
488 El wood G Blake, East brook.
494aGeorge N Carpenter, Castine
510 Basil E Webber, Ellsworth.
520 Eugene L Smith, Ellsworth.
533 Corie D Grindle, S Penobscot.
534 Malcolm C Allen, N Sedgwick.
W3 Herman M Carter, N Sedgwick.
553 Wilmont L Robertson, Franklin.
566 George F Stinson, Sunset.
575 Frank L Franklin,
Bucksport.
577 Charles L Garland, Lakewood.
585 Frank P Emerton, Bluehill.
586 Ronald E
Gray, S Penobscot.
800 Elmer S
Davis, L I Plintation.
801 Edgar
Richardson, Mt Desert.
805 William E
Gott, Gott’s Island
808 Joseph C
Ott, Bar Harbor.
817 Shirley N Kittredge, Lamoine.
818 Kasper I Murphy, Brooklin.
621 James E Cousins, Bar Harbor
623 Freeman
Bridges, Bucksport.
Arthur L Cunningham, Bucksport.
836 Joseph W
Kelley, Tremont.
841 Porter W
Moulton, Bucksport.
648 Ernest E
Smith, Swan’s Island.
852 James B
Bain, Northeast Harbor.
860 Leigh B Coffin, Gouldsboro.
881 Harold E Carter, Surry.

aunjftusnnrat*.

WAR

ANDJEDICINES

Many of the Sick and Ailing
Are Learning Nowadays.

So many doo'ors have pone to war,
the services of
comparatively few
are available at home.
Good proprietary medicines arc
more widely used than ev r, and
and more people are Hiding out
jnore
how groat their merit is.
At this time, when there is greater
fioed of economy than ever before.

Hood's Sarsaparilla, a thorough
Wood purifier, Peptiron, a real pep■tn-nux-iron tonic, end Rood’s Pills,
a potent
yet mild cathartic, are especially good. They are liked by all
who

them.
Those medicines are remarkably efficient, whether taken in conjunction
or
separately. Sold by all druggists.
use

1127
1144
1153
1167
1160
1169
1171
1180
1182
1187
1189

1203 Norman G

Hoxie, Bucksport.

J Thompson, Salisbury Cove.
1219 Rupert N Blance, Prospect Harbor.
1221 Earl L Cloustou, E Bucksport.
1232 Keith H Bakemau, 8 Brooksville.
1241 Bernard D Sawyer. N Castine.
1205 Orient

Greenlaw, Deer Isle.
1279 Ciareuce P Danforth, Castine.
1273 Edwin B

funeral

attended

R.

large
M., of which deceased

On

Sunday,

1413 Clarence
1452

Emery

L

1726

1740
1745
1747

1792
1803
1800
1816

1833
1840

Lizzie

Tracey

to attend the funeral.
B.

FRANKLIN GIRLS MARRIED.

TWO

Franklin friends of Misses
Beatrice Gordon are extending congratulations upon their marriage

September. They

and Mrs.

daughters

are

of Mr.

Judson A. Gordon of this town,
Franklin’s most popular young

and two of

married

was

of

Brooks,

on

to Frank

September?,
NEW

traveling
Har

John J Baker, Bar Harbor
Grant, Hall Quarry,
Fred J Iveney, Northeast Harbor.
Leforest E Haskell, Deer Isle.
Frank A Elliott, CaBtine.
Walter S Bunker, N Sullivan.
Clarence A Garland, Ellsworth.
George W Christie, Lamoine.
Luke S Carter. W Brooklin.

Bowden, Sargentville.
Card, Ellsworth.
Ralph
Jarvis Green, Cape Rosier.
Herman E Ginn, N Penobscot.
Weston E Hall, Stonington.
Byron C Ford, Sedgwick.
Ralph L Bickford, W Gooldaboro.
Merle E. Black, McKinley.

s’alesman

The groom

before

forces

was a

enlisting in

became the bride of Wal-

Franklin high school

graduated
in June, 1913, and has been
teacher

for

a

successful

four

years in the public
schools. La* t year she studied music in
Boston at the New England Conservatory of

Percie E. Walker of Uanoock baa passed
physical examination and enlisted for
etorekeeper, and will leave next Monday
for the aviation field at Mineola, L. I.
bia

•

Culinary Camouflage.

Our first recollection of the art of

camouflage la the way they used to
of
put a nice brown meringue on top
the bread pudding, making It look ilka
•otnethlng good.—Ohio State Journal.

twenty-nine days

is

a

graduate from Sullivan high school,
past two years has attended the

and the

of Pittsburgh as a student in
He is now in the students’
dentistry.
array training corps at that university.
Spec.
Oct. 28.

University

Common Fallacy.
"Dar is always a dangerous temptation,” said Uncle Eben, “to suspect dat
a man is takln’ life easy if he doesn’t
happen to be doin’ de same kind o'
hard work you is.”

Influenza!
should be carefully guarded against. A
mild spray and gargle mixture of water ami

JOHNSON’S
Anodyne

(JNIMENT

for the nose and throat with an occasional
dose taken internally may safeguard you
from serious results aud halt the evil in its
first stage. This famous old physician's
prescription is an

Enemy

to

Germs

i1-

or

practically

an-

which
sugar
other month during
would be consumed on a basis of two
pounds per capita. With a population of 109,009,909 people this would
require about an additional 200,000,*
009 pounds of sugar. The new regulation which became effective October
15th requires the consumer to purchase his allotment of sugar every
15 days or semi-monthly, rather than

Music, and was graduated from that school
in June, 1918, having specialized in the
public school music course. Mr. Hanna

B

ENLISTED.

ing their sugar on the basis of onehalf pound per capita per week. On
this basis of four weeks to the month
there would be only forty-eight weeks
hundred and
to the year, or three
thirty-six days. This would leave

Sidney Hanna of East Sullivan, on
September 23, at Ellsworth, Rev. R. H.
Mrs.
Hanna
was
Moyle
officiating.
ter

from the

pounds

Many people were unconsciously
regarding
breaking the regulation
the distribution of sugar by purchas-

overseas soon.

Miss Beatrice

SAVES SUGAR.

Approximately 209,000,000

He is now stationed at
December, 1917.
Fort Williams, Portland, and expects to

join

RULE

of sugar will be saved per year by a
new ruling of the Food Administration which will prevent any one from
obtaining more than two pounds of
sugar per month.

a

charming personality.

Europe.

This is a splendid victory for the
housewife. But it should In no war
serve to relax her efforts in conserving food in the coming year. It should
rather be, as the peace offer is to our
boys, a spur to greater determination
to win the goal.
During the coming year we must
send seventeen and one-half million
To
tons of food across the Atlantic.
do this calls for constant conservation of the staples,—wheat, meat,
sugar, and fats—and unceasing vigilance to see that no food whatever is
wasted.
But—"Finish the job right!”

successful teacher of music.
She has gained a host of friends by her

1758 Chandler
1790

Miss

to

Dover, N. H. The bride has exceptional
music, and has always been a
willing helper in the various entertainments of the churches and high school,

1866 Arthur M

1715

the

The many
Blanche and
in

November and Decem-

the diligent conservation of food by
however,
the American
housewife,
made It possible for America to send
more than eleven million tons of food

member.

talent for

1597 Lewis A Milliken, Ellsworth
1598 Clifford L Merchant, Hall Quarry
1608 Augustus A Gott, McKinley
1633 Henry E Crane, Birch Harbor
1634 Harry Bowden, Castine

1678

a

_

Hayden Curtis

Dyer, Franklin
1483 Lewis C Ellis, Deer Isle
1503 Vinal R Cunningham, Orland
1513 Ralph B Gerrxsh, Winter Harbor
1514 Willie T Eaton, Little Deer Isle.
1530 Augustas P Hendrick, Stonington
1534 Austin W Bridges, Penobscot
1546 Harry B Graves, Lamoine
1573 Allen W Fifleld, Stonington
1574 Gerald E Gray, S Penobscot

1702

honor,

man, were in town
Oct. 28.

Miss Blanche

1471 Walter E

1647

was

Hancock, sisters of Mrs. Charles Harri-

and has been

Holbrook, W Eden
B DeCoat, Southwest
Gray, N Brooksville

in his

of West Sullivan and

1327 Sumner W. Carter, Surry.
1340 Orris P Griudle, Bluehiil
1354 James N Horton, Dedham
1366 Ernest M Guthrie, Bar Harbor
1368 Wallace Bridges, Swan's Island
1385 Norman P Gray, Bluehiil
H

ceme-

first gold
star was placed on the community service
at
the
Methodist church. The parents
flag
and other friends have the sympathy of
the entire community. Mrs. Lena Bunker

at

Jasper

held at the

many friends and neighdelegation from the I. O.

a

1304 Ronald Bickford Winter Harbor.
1308 George E Davis, Dedham.

1393

by

was

ladies.

Auaersou, cmsworin.

1333 nan

The

bors and

of

of

even

"Finish the Job right!” That waa
the reply of the American fighting
men to the Americans back home and
to
to the whole world In
response
Teutonic peace effort*. They
have
taken the peace call* as a signal (or
the Allies to continue to fight harder
than ever.
Lately we haive heard much of what
ie housewife did In the way of making it possible to feed the Allies last
United
the
Before the war
year.
States had almost ceased to be a food
exporting nation. In the past year,

saddened last week
death of .Pvt.

was

Hannah

Trundy,

use

will be

FINISH THE JOB RIGHT.

urday.

Perley

A

In

reetrlo-

seas.

influenza, beyond the ^speciHe left for ('amp Devens Sat-

1033

Roy

rigid

to an-

attack of

leaned

1075

Ooto-

ber than In recent allotments.
Federal Food Administrator
ueon
S.
Merrill has been advised from Washington that sugar allotments for
household use will be held rigidly to
two pounds per person per month and
that there will be further restrictions
for manufacturers.
Soft drink manufacturers will be
given only 25 per cent of the amount
of sugar normally required In their
business. This cuts
In
half
the
amounts they were entitled to use in
the months of July, August, September, and October, ice cream manufacturers will come under the same
onerestrictions,
receiving only
fourth of the amount of sugar normally required. Practically all manufacturers of beverage
consyrups,
fections, chewing gum.
chocolate,
malted
milk,
copoa, cough
drops,
soda
water,
syrups and molasses,
adulterated honey and similar articles, will be cut to 50 per cent of the
average monthly use of sugar from
July 1st to December 31st, 1916 and
1917, combined.
Candy and chocolate manufacturers
are being Instructed to give preference to the Army, Navy, Red Cross,
Y. M. C. A., Knights of oolumbus, and
Salvation Army. Sugar
needed
to
care for these orders, should
come
out of their regular allotment, except
overwhen furnished for shipment

has

W.

1063

more

and who is with
relatives in Sullivan while
recuperating
from a severe illness, is in town for a
week.

it

1054

tlons upon the
manufacturers

sugar

glad to

when

1040

.e

pital, Munson, Mass.,

Isles.

two

com-

Mr. Small had spent practically all of

his short

life

United Sta'es Railroad Administration
W. C. McADOO, Director Dooore/ of Ktilntit

former

young residents, Howard E. Small and
bis wife, Janet B. (Gibereon) Small, who
moved from here to Bangor last spring.

Corrected to

September 29, 1918.

here.

every week
SUBSTITUTE PACKAGES.
In order to facilitate the sale o!
substitutes with wheat flour the Food
Administration will permit the trad*
to pack corn meal, corn flour, barlej
flour and oat flour In packages of siJ
and twelve pounds and rye flour It
1
packages of 18 and 32 pounds. Thlt
Is an amendment to the rule which
requires them to be packed in 1, 1H
3, 5, 10, 25, 60 and 100 pound packThis amendment applies onlj
ages.
as
long as the present regulatloi
which requires one pound of substl
foui
with
tute to be sold
evety
pounds of wheat flour, is In eSeot
A six pound package of the firs
named substitutes may be Bold wit!
24 H pounds of wheat flour, or, It ryt
flour may be sold as a substitute, i
18-pound package ot rye flour m;
be sold with the 24ft pound bag o I
wheat flour.

|

years ago
Janet B.
Giberson ef Holmesville, M. B., who left
her home there and came here, where she

spent most of her short married life.

made

uinlBtratlon

improving.

fled time.

the

over

of

by sunny disposition, keen-witted,
an
enjoyable companion, and
Food Admlnlstra-

cunoement

Fred

1028 Charles

1049

Maine,
er—According

Grono,

Helen Taft Cleaves, who is one of
the medical staff of the Monson state hos-

The

Gloom has been cast
munity by the deaths

...

nurse

her^parents,

OBITUARY.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
Energetic, kindhearted and of a pleasing personality, he
Muat Give Army, Navy and War
made many friends, and East
Harbor-.lv
t»46 fll jJ. .1.
Bucksport Bar
Organizations Prefarenoe— New
Sorrento..
4 56
mourns for one of her own.
Rulaa Save Sugar
Mt Desert Fy
Six
he married Miss
30i:

ill ofinflu-

1032 William H

Buldoc, Bucksport.
Mason, Bluehiil
E
Harry
Gray, Mt Desert.
Ernest C Stedman, Sedgwick.
Burton B Stover, Orland.
Belmont L Mercer, Bucksport.
Walter E Barron, Ellsw'ortb.

PERJENT

Dr.

an

1001 Lewis

MANUFACTURERS
TO GET ONLY 25
SUGAR

Mrs. Clifton Reynolds returned from
Marion last week. She has^moved her
household goods from there, and will occupy rooms in the house ofj her father,
Willis Billings.

from^Massachusetts,

Zlbheitigcmmtfc.

EAST BUCKSPORT.

667 Leon P Jordan, Deer Isle.
685 Russell I Stearns, Bar
Harbor.
687 John H
Harris, Bar Harbor.
FRANKLIN.
689 Grover 0 LuBt, L I
Plantation.
Norman Dyer, who has been ill
of.’grip,
!W3 Carrol 8
Johnston, Ellsworth.
is not improving
rapidly.
698 Austin
Turner, Minturn.
Mrs. Ella Crabtree and son Arthur have
703 Vernon 8
Montgomery, N Penobscot. moved into part of the house of
701 Leve W Barter, Deer Isle.
Augustus
Bunker.
708 Eddie R Allen, Ellsworth.
Frank
P.
714 Brainard L
Karnham, W Brooksville. fora week’sGott,jr., who has been home
?23aFrank C Biaisdell, Franklin
furlough, returned to Bar
Harbor
725 Alvin L Jellison, Eastbrook.
Saturday.
Mrs. James Banker has returned from a
730 Edwin J Moore, Manset.
visit with
733 Andrew E Uscomb, Seal Harbor.
her brother,
J. |Raymond
737 Walter H Murphy, Southwest
Haruor. Dwelley, at Islesford.
718 Wilford Clary, Ellsworth
ivory Butler and wife have gone to BeaFalls.
754 Forrest L
con Fails,
Hutchins, Ortand.
Conn., to spend the winter with
755 Guy R Harvey,
their daughter, Mrs.
Bucksport.
Henry French.
757 Royce E Linscott, Bar Harbor.
Schools reopened Monday, after a forced
758 Jesse O Fernald, Franklin.
recess of three weeks.
Miss Lola Dyer is
773 Walter P Pio, Ellsworth.
teacher in grammar grade district No. 2.
774 George L Sanborn. Brooksville.
Mrs. Esther Donnell, who has been in
776 Gerald L McKenzie, W Franklin.
Unionville,
caring for her sou and wife
781 Emerson G
Stewart, N Hancock.
who have been ill, returned home Mon783 George E Canning, Bar Harbor.
day.
797 Marion F Rich, Bar Harbor.
Franklin’s over-subscription of $3,100
802 Sargent C Bray, Deer Isle.
above the allotted $9,600 fourth
806 Arthur D
liberty
Bowden, S Brooksville.
loan, was a glad surprise to citizens gen806 Everett L Soper, Bar Harbor.
erally.
807 Wm N Heuderson, Brooklin.
810 Milton C
Herbert Mavshall, who has been in the
Thompson, Deer Isle.
817 Elroy F Haskell, Stonington.
express office at Bar Harbor the past sea822 Dwight S Staples, Castine.
sou, left for Dover Monday, having a position on train from there to
824 Gerard D Hopkins, Sorrento.
Newport, as
825 Patrick McDonald, Bar Harbor.
messenger.

1102 Harold L

327 Arthur B
331

661

she
she

Of
was
en-

deared herself to ail. She was a member
of the Baptist church in her home town
in N. B.
The bodies

brought here and placed
in Hillside cemetery
overlooking their
former home.
Mrs. Small died Sunday,
and he the

were

following Friday.

To their four little children, the oldest
of whom is not quite five years, to his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Small and
to bis sister, Mrs. Herbert Ward, all of
Bangor, to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Giberson, to her brothers and sister of
Holmesville, N. B., the sincerest sympathy of the community is extended.
Mrs. Ward is

seriously ill of the same
disease, influenza, at her father’s home in
Bangor.
BORN.
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GREENE—At Bluehill, Oct 24. to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Greene, a son.
OLD8—At
Marshall

Surry, Oct 27. to Mr
Olds, a daughter.

and Mrs

MARK1KD.
CONARY—SHEPHERD—At Sedgwick, Oct 24,
by Henry W. Sargent, esq, Miss Marion
Conary to Lewis E Shepherd, both of Deer

Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.i.
Bar Harbor .ar

I

Isle.

HUTCHINS—TRUNDY—At Bucksport, Oct
23, by Rev David M Angell, Mrs Abbie D
Hutchins, of Orland, to Benjamin W
Trundy, of Surry.
NEVELLS

HUTCHINSON

At

t7

..

...

*

I

j

50
8 0.
8 55
f6 05
A M
P M

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

South

Brooksville, Oct 21, by Loring B Coombs, esq.
Miss Mary E Nevells to Capt Herbert P
Hutchinson, both of Brooksville.
ROWE-CARPENTER—At Bucksport. Oct 23,
by Rev Henry W Webb, Mrs Myra Frances
Rowe to John Rooks Carpenter, both of
Bucksport
DIKD.
BENNETT—At Key West, Fla., Oct 17, Capt
Harry H Bennett, formerly of Sargeutville,
aged 82 years.
COUSINS
At Brooklin, Oct 26, Harry E
Cousins, aged 28 year.".
CROSSMAN—At Ellsworth Falls, Oct 26,
Harold O Crossman, aged 19 years. 6 months,
7 days.
DICKSON—At Rockland, Oct 21, Capt Bert M
Dickson, formerly of Castiue, aged 38
years.
DORITY
At Sedgwick, Oct 24, Reuel R
Dority, aged 71 years, 9 months, 10 days.
DUNHAM—At Brooklin, Oct 25, Arthur Dunham, aged 34 years.
FANNHAM
At South
Brooksville, Oct 24,
Clara Black, wife of Winfred B Farnham,
aged 33 years.
GILLEY—At Bar Harbor, Oct 26,Mrs Lydia A
—

—

—

Gilley.

GRAFFAM—At Ellsworth Falls, Oct 27, Mrs
Augusta Graffam, aged 77 years,
GROSS—At Brooklin Oct 24, Mrs Augustus
Gross.
HALE—At Washington, D C, Oct 27, former
US Senator Eugene Hale, of Ellsworth,
aged 82 years, 4 months, 16 days.
HARVELL
At Fitchburg,
Mass., Oct 16,
Flora Gilley, wife of John Harvell, formerly
of Southwest Harbor, aged 33 years.
HAMMOND—At West Gouldsboro. Oct 16, J
Albert Ham mond, aged 29 years, 9 months,
—

16

days.

At
JOYCE
Atlantic, Oct 20, Vira E,
widow of Sidney L Joyce, aged 29 years, 11
mouths, 11 days.
LANE—At Sedgwick, Oct 23, Mra Louise P
Lane, aged 71 years, 2 moutbs, 6 days.
MARTIN—At Bar Harbor. Oct 24, Alger E
Martin, ol Hancock, aged 2i years.
MORSE—At Ellsworth Falls, Oct 29, Jonn E
Morse, aged 34 years.
PEASE—At Brooklin, Oct 23, Annie, wife of
Horace M Pease.
PRAY—At Bar Harbor, Oct 29, Frank P Pray,
aged 65 years.
sARGENT-At Ellsworth Falls, Oct 25, Morris
H Sargent, aged 15 years.
SMALL —At Bangor, Oct 20, Mrs Howard
E Small, of East Bucksport, aged 28 years.
SMALL-At Bangor. Oct 25, Howard E Small,
of East Bucksport.
SOPER—At Bar Harbor, Oct 23, George E
Soper, aged 60 years.
SANBORN—At Brooksville, Oct 23, Alonzo
B Sanborn, aged 79 years, 9 months, 23 days.
STAPLES—At Bath, Oct 24, Bessie Lake, wife
of Herman W Staples, formerly of Ellsworth
Falls, aged 22 years, 7 months, 2 days.
SELLERS-At West Brooklin, Oct 18, Olive,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Melvin Sellers.
TORREY—At Winter Harbor, Oct 21, Maurice
—

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Ellsworth Steam

CAKD

State Street,

wish to

our

heartfelt
many

save:

Mrs. R. W\ Hinckiey
Bluehill, Me., October 24, 1918.

and

money

by having your clothing repaired.
cost money
hauled.

now;

Clothes

have your old suits

Repairing fur garments

DAVID
IVIair» S-troet:

a

over-

specialty.

F"F? I EIVJ D
Ellsworth

Proftaatanal Carla.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OP

thanks
acts of

sympathy from friends
and neighbors during our recent bereavement, also for the beautiful floral offerings.
Mr. and

Ellsworth, Me

Flora E

OP THANKS.

express
and appreciation for the
WE
kindnessaud words of

Laundry

Ail Kinds of Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Torrey.
WHITE—At Dedham, Oct 21, Mrs
White, aged 36 years, 8 months.

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

Family.

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
AgentUuiou Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portend, for
furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School 8t.,
Ellsworth, aie

CARD OK THANKS.
XTTE wish to thank all our neighbors and
friends
who kindly assisted us in the
f?
illness and death of our loved one. Theii
kindness can never be repaid.
Mbs. Albert Hammond and Minnie.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hammond.
Simeon Hammond.
West Gouldsboro, Me Oct. 28, 1918.
CARI> OF THANKS.
"lIrE wish to express our sincere thanks
and
Vf
grateful
appreciation to the
friends and neighoors who so kindly assisted
us during the illness and at the death of our
loved one. Bessie; also for the many and
beautiful floral tributes.
Mb. Herman w. staples.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Lake and Family.

1

,

she is
k
f

doing

her

part to
help win
the war

CARD OF THANKS.
E wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
to
our
friends and neighbors for
their kindness in our recent bereavement,
and for the beautiful floral offerings, especially the wreath presented by the order of
Masons of which our loved one was a member.
Mrs. James S. Condon and Family.
South Brooksville, Oct. 28.

\\f
ft

aoBerusnntntfc

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in.

High Grade Granite
Monuments, Tablets

Are you

and Marble
and Markers

doing yours

?

VW'TIO

S’a*I» »oo«
AOWlNitTKotiQH

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Mo.

A

NATION’S STRENGTH'

IS IN ITS FOOD SUPPLY
feLUs*
0»te

—^Watejs^g
Imctw

»

AMBOCA MUST FEED
100,000. OOP AIUES

aWmttsnr/sU.

afcDrrtisnnfntfi.

Miss

by sieknes' and you lose your pay

REIMS CHILDREN
PLAY WAR GAMES

day

a

Cellars, When
Bombardment Ceases, to
Frolic in Sun.

ALL HAVE THE SAME SPIRIT

To ail persons interested in either of the estate# hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, is and
for the county of Hancock, on xbe first
day of October in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is h reby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested. by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to "be held at Eils
worth on the fifth day of November, a. d.
191S. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be beard thereon if they see cause.
Montelle W. Abbott, late of Bucksport, In
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting o be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition lor
probate thereof and for letters tesiamentaiy
to issue to the
Merrill Trust Coirpany of
Bangor, presented by Blanche L. Abbott, the
surviving executrix "therein named, but who
has declined to serve
The Merrill Trust
Company being named therein as executor in
case of such declination.
Eben H. King, late of Bar Harbor, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur
portirg to be the last will and testament and
codicil tberecoof said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof and Tor toe ap
without giving
pointment of the executor
bond, presented by Eben K. Whitaker, the
executor therein named.
Andrew P. Duffee, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased, A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executrix without giving sureties on be
bond, presented by Agnes M. Brady, the
executrix therein named.
Loring E. Page, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executrix without giving bond, presented
by Addle L. Page, the executrix therein
named.

THE

ueonara
a
Kane, late of 5urrvt in said
county,deceased.
Petition that Edmond J.
Walsh or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Waiter fl. Kane and
Leater Kane, brothers and heirs-at-law of
said deceased.
Annie G. Davis, late of Eden, in said
Second account of Chas
oonnty. deceased.
B. Pineo, executor, filed for settlement.
Curtis Stevens, late of Castlne, in said
county, deceased. First and finai account of
W. G. Stevens, administrator, filed for settlement.

Agnes F. Danico, late of Eliswonh. in said
First account of Alice H
ccnnty, deceased
Scott, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Ezra J.
Bishop, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Edmond
J. Walsh, administrator, tiled for settlementGalen Maddocks, late of Ellsworth, in said
connty, deceased. First and final account of
Cora Estelle Maddocks. executrix, filed for
settlement.
Daniel Hurley, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Jeremiah Hurley, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Grace Clark Pease, late of southwest Har
bor, in said county, deceased. First account
of Omar W. Tapley, execu.or, tned for settlemebt.

Lucy

Am

Wescott, laie of Castine, in said

county, deceased. First and final account of
Abbie Wescott Whalen, executrix, filed for
settlement.
Marths A.
of
Nichols,
Bucksport. ir
said connty. Third and final account of
Charles J. Nichols, guardian, filed for settlement.

Robert Sturgis, late of the city, county and
state of New York, deceased.
First account
of Roger F. Sturgis, trustee, filed for settlement.

Robert Sturgis, late of the city, county and
sta*e of New York, deceased.
Second account
of Roger F. Sturgis, trustee, filea for settle

STATE

No One Ever Saw One of the Children
Down-Hearted or Discontented—
Will Be Great Help in Rebuilding France.

Satires.

iUgal

OF

MAINE.

He met

ment.

Robert Sturgis, late of the city, county and
state of New York, deceased.
Fourth account
of Roger F. Sturgis, trustee, tiled for settlement.

Robert Sturgis, late of the city, county and
state of New York, deceased. Fifth account
of Roger F. Sturgis, trusiee, filed for settlement.

Robert Sturgis, late of the city, county and
New York, deceased. Sixtn account
of Roger F. Siurgis, trustee, filed for settleRobert Sturgis, late of the city, county and
state of New York, deceased. Seventh and
final account of Roger F Sturgis, trustee of
the estate of Robert Sturgis, filed for settlement, by Thomas K. Cummins, executor under the will of said Roger F. Sturgis.
Albion P. Alley, late of Bar Harbor, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Linnie
G. Alley, widow, for au allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
George Torrey. late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition fiied by Ids Torrey, widow, for an allowance oat of the personal estate of said deceased.
Josiab H. Gordon, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. Petition fiied by Truman
M. BlaisdeJl. that the executrix of the last
will aud testament of said deceased be authorized to convey certain real estate of said
deceased, according to contiact attached to
said petition and filed in said court. Said
real estate being situated in Franklin, in said
county.
Evelyn Ballard, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Edward S.
Clark, administrator of the estate of said de
ceased, now residing out of the State and having neglected to appoint an agent as req aired
by law, be removed from his said office and
trust as said administrator, filed oy *iluam
R. Jordan, an heir, to wit, first cousin of said
deceased.
Witness, BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of
at
said Court,
Ellsworth,
this
first
day of October in the year of oiff Lord one
thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Claba E. Mollan, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Claba E. Mullah, Acting Register
In the District Court of tne United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
Northern Division.
)
Jn the matter of
„._.

OMLZZr$mmD- I

To the creditors of Charles W. Spofford 01
Deer Isle, in the county of Hancock and dis
trict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 17tk
day of October, a.d. 1918. the said Chariei
was duly adjudicated
bank
W. Spofford
rupt; and that the first meeting of his creditor)
will be held at my office, in Ellsworth, Maine
of November, a. d. 1918, at 1<
on the «th day
said creditwhich time the
at
a.
m.,
their
claims
ors may
attend,
prove
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properl]
come before said meeting.
Ralph E. Mason.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me.. October 17.1918.

NOTICE

a

The merchant whe does not advertiseir
dull season makes it more profitable fes

hot* who do adwrim,

young-

street

".

City”
They tell bow they received

!

i

ment.

|

Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
said
Court at -Ellsworth, this fifteenth
day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Clara E. Mcllas, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Clara E. II ullan,"Acting Register

|

STATE OK MAINE.
Hancock sa.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
eighteen, being an adjourned session of the
October a. d. 1918 term of said couit.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will
ana testament of
EMILY 8. ROGERS, late of BROOKLINE,
in the county of NORFOLK, and common-

V

!

I

wealth of MASSaCH U8ETT8,

state of
ment.

a

standing in the middle of the

ster

meat.

Robert Sturgis, late of the city, county and
of New York, deceased. Third account
of Roger F. Sturgis, trustee, filed for settle

deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
commonwealth
of
Massachusetts,
duly
aothenicated, having been presented to the
judge of probate for onr said county of Han
cock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
yjiucicu,

uai

uuuie

luerrui

uc

kitc*u

BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest:
Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register.
OF MAINE.

Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first day of October, In the year of
our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eighteen.

A
A.

KNOTT,
BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND,
late of

deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of Maryland, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judg#* of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the purpose
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
probate coart of oar said county of HancocK.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock,
prior
to the fifth day of November, a. d. 1918, that
they,may appear at a probate apart then to be
held at Ellsworth, in and for said county of
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, against the
same.

BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest:—Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register.

£pt&rl
PAUPER

NOTICE.

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and eare for those who
may need assistance daring five years beginning Jan. 1, 1915, and are legal residents ol
Ellsworth, I forbid all persona trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
aooommodatloos to cere for them at the Oitj
Farm boose.
Iitidi B. Mitoimu.

HAVING

Joy,

Indigestion

and

a

SPANISH
INFLUENZA
* RAGES IN
U.S,

sister, Letitis.

Death has

again entered this village and
taken a respected citiren, Maurice Torrey,
who died Monday, Oct. 21, a victim of
pneumonia following an attack of influent*. He leavea a widow, son and
stepmolber, who have the sympathy of many
friends.
Interment was at Evergreen
cemetery^, w here services were conducted
by Rev. Mr. French of Steuben.
Oct.
8.

When your stomach ia oat of order or run
!i ferment*
doau. >uur It'od doeiu't digest
in yoor stomach and forms gas which causes
touri>e*«, heartburn, foul breath, pniu at pit
of stomach and many otbei miserable symptoms.

Stfi-o-na stomach tablets will give j >y»al relief in five minutes; if ta*en regu.ariy for
weeks they win turn your dabby, sour
tired-out stomach into a sweet, energetic,
perfect working one.
You can't be ve. y strong and vigorous if
Your appetite
your rood ouly half digests.
will go aud nausea, aiuiuew. biliousness,
oervuusness, sick headache ana constipation
will follow.
Mi-o-wa stomach tablets are small and easy
to swallow, ami are guaranteed to bauish indigestion and any or ail of the above sympFor sale by Chas. E
toms or money uses
Alexander and all leading d niggist*.

,

25.__

Thousands of Cases Reported
With Many Deaths,

WEST TREllONT.
Kena Lunt spent the week-end with
U. W. Lunt and wife.

THOSE WHOARE MOST
SUSCEPTIBLE TO IT

L. A. Clark of Manset is visiting
sister, Mrs. George W. Lunt.

Mrs

Edw in

Ingalls, who has
in L*moine for bis
uncle,

COUNTY" NEWS

been at

work

Hollis Austin,

is at borne.

Oct. 21.

WEST FRANKLIN.

Irving Springer

is

Miss Ceiia Clark

ill of influenza.

Tyler Gordon
Crossing

has gone
to work for W. B. Goodwin.

Hardison

purchased the
11. P. Blaisdell team for his son Ernest.
Edward

Lee Goodwin

is

accompanied by

a

has

friend,

Henry Tbnrstou

Bangor,

from

home

at

William

Thelma.

“FRUIT-A-TIVES”—The W«ad«fal
Fruit Medicine—Greatly
Helps

W. H. Lunt is employed at Otter Creek.
Mrs. L. A. Clark spent last week witb
her sister, Mrs. George W. Lunt.
The Improvement
society will meet
Nov. 7 with Mrs. Julia Webater.

typhoid fever
to McGeorges

ill of

is

Mrs. H. G. Worcester
Tovyn Friday by illness

as

to be able to

come

was

returned to their

and

home

To Resist This Disease.

The epidemic of Spanish Influents
which played such havoc in Europe
has reached this continent. Thoul
sands of case: of the strange maiadv
have appeared and many deaths
are

W. D. Thurston
Bath Monday.

in

Nelson.

called to

already reported; Surgeon-General

in

home.

Mrs. Flojd Scamoion, with daughter, ;
Egypt, spent the past week with her
parents, Claud Clark and w ife.
*
After a month’s vacation on account of

influenza, schools open to-day; Margaret;
Fraser and Ola Smith, teachers.
was a

visitor at

election

few

Northeast Harbor went

days.

the

J. Hamilton

was

\. M.

by

called to Calais

by the serious illness

Huckings
her

aunt.

Milbridge
Mrs.

a

has

bas

been sent to

The

over

his barber

shop

of

Shirley Joy,

everywhere

at 50c a box, 6 fortJ.jO,
f'ial size 2oc or sent postpaid on
~'ee:pt of price bv FKUIT-A-TIVES

tied, OUIlSilSIiuliG, I,'. Y.

I

getting

and
who

called

OcC28-

on

business

M. R.

died of

on a

U.J.S.

Oct. 28.

able to

resume

Capt. William

Gordon was called to Holden
by the illness of her daughter
Vera, who is teaching there.
Mrs. W. P. Goodwin has gone to Portland to visit her daughter.
Friends of Mrs. Mida Joy are pleased
to aee her out again after her serious illness of pneumonia.

his

duties

as

mail

who

was

B. K.

Joy

where he has
Beth

has gone to

Quincy,

.Sale

ou

Attaches!

Execution

Havey

Sunday

returned

Sullivan, w here she has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. E. E. Bragdon.
The fourth liberty loan allotment of
$11,200 has been over-subscribed in this
town. Of thia,
collected
the
ladies

$5,150.
F.

Jordan,

Oct. 28.

Unk Amir.

of

STATE OP MAINE.
County

of

Hancock

ss:

Castinb, M*., Oct. 28.1918.
this 23rd day of October, a. d. 1918,

TAKENexecution dated October
on

S.

1918, issued

a judgment
rendered by the supreme
judicial court tor the county of Waldo, at the

on

thereof begun and held on the fourth
Tuesday of September, to wit. on the 27th
day of September, a. d. 1918, in favor of The
City National Bank of Belfast, a corporation
duly organized under the laws of the United
States, and having ita principal place ol
business in Belfast, in the county of Waldo
and State of Maine, against Mary H. Bates ol
Wollaston, in the county of Norfolk and commonwealth of Massachusetts,for five hundrec
twenty one dollars and fifty-three cents, debl
or damage, and thirteen dollars and sixty on*
cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public
auction on the premisis in said Caatine
county of Hancock and State of Maine, to th*
highest bidder, on the twenty-third dsy ol
November, a. d. 1918, at ten o’clock in th*
forenoon, the following described real estate
and all the right, title and interest which th*
said Mary H. Bates has and had in and to th*
same on the thirteenth day of February, 1918
at nine hours and fifty minutes in the fore
noon, the time when the same was attached
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with bnildingi
thereon, situated in said Castiae, houndec
northwesterly by Penobscot bay; southeasterly by High street; northeasterly by land ol
George H. wither lee. a lane, land of Joseph
Wes'xitt and land of the town of Castine; and
southwesterly by land of Philip Ober and
Charles J. Abbot, the same being the homestead lot of the late Daniel Moore.
Gao. M. Pbbkins, Deputy Sheriff.
term

from

East

Writ.

on

Mass.,

employment.

itgal Rollers.
Heal Estate

him

Harbor.

loot~^

Notice of Sheriff's

short fur-

accompanied

J Thursday

Celia Clarke, who bas been ill I
time, is slowly improving.

Miss

is

wife

WEST SULLIVAN.

Schools which have been closed several
weeks, reopen to-day.
1-orenzo Cinscott of
West Hancock,
visited bis son George last week.
some

Hia

from Bar

I

of his father,

death

Portland Monday.

Allan Grant is at home

lough'.

EGYPT.
Frank Jordan, who bas been quite ill
two weeks, is recovering.

I

by*tbe

here

Mrs. Ida

driver.

body

disease.
“Fruit-a-tives” is sold bv dealers

to

Mrs. Mary West is visiting her dsoghAlvah Leighton and
family have gone 1: ter, Mrs. Charles Wormeii, in Ellsworth.
to Bath for the winter.
Mr. Leighton has
Edgar E. Scsmmon, who has been ill,
employment there.
Richard Farrar has
taken
here.

insure sound digestion, to keep the
bowels and kidneys regular and the
whole system in the best
possible
condition. Then we are safe from

bridge, Mass., to-day.

had

Dr. Dyer and wife motored to
Bangor
week, Mrs. Dyer remaining for a
surgical operational the hospital. Friends |
are
is

Everyone can take ordinary precautions, avoid crowded places, and
tse “Fruit-a-tives” regularly ta

will return to

C. S. N. radio station at Bar
attend the Harvard radio
school for four months, and left for Cam-

Harbor,

last

she

a man

from tbe

Dennis Coombs and wife have been visrelatives in town, returning to Ayer,
Mr. Coombs ba«
Mass., last Saturday.
been at Camp DevenB more than a
year.

to bear that

tnd assimilated.

1918.

Raymond Hodgkins, who has been ill in
Harbor hospital nine days, came
home Friday. He bas been transferred

Wallace

iting

elad

j

has

Saturday.

September, and
take tbe office.

Among those leaving for work in the
woods this winter are Simeon Sargent,
Fred Bickford, Arthur Torrey, George
Bickford and John Stover.

nicely.

top in

flag

the Bar

junior volunteer be
employment during the summer.
as

a

re-

Work is progressing rapidly on Leroy
Sargent’s bungalow. Nathan Sargent has
charge of the work.
Donald Wescott is home from Bath,
where

“

Carter, who has been employed
Hodgkins since April, returned

in

home.

cently visited
Bickford.

of disease.
Fruit a tives ” regulates the
kidneys and bowels, causing these
organs to eliminate waste regularly
end naturally as nature intended.
“Fruit-a-tives’ keeps the skin active,
and purifies and enriches the blood.
“Fruit-a-tives” tones up and
Strenpthenr He organs of digestion,
insuring food being properly digested
ravages

Mr. snd Mrs. Henry Ball have returned
from Southwest Harbor. Mr. Ball resigned his position as customs collector

Leonard Anthony and Hollis Rolfe, who
have been employed in Connecticut, are
of

the

over

and

strength-maker; a blood-purifier;
power in protecting against tbs

a
a

H. M.

borne

of her

aunt.

Miss Lillian

at

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. Ivory Foss is quite ill.

WINTER HARBOR.
Mrs. C.

liberty loan,

unfurled at the poetoffice.
Oct. 28.

Echo.

Oct. 28.

fourth

been

at Catherine’s bill.

last week

employed

so much in the disease
that it often develops into

as

What everyone needs now Is a
general tonio like “Fruit-a-tives”.
This wonderful fruit medicine is not
a germ-killer. It is a
body-builder;

ar-

Hillcrest market has closed for the season.
D. G. Hall and family have
gone to
Bridgeport, Conn., for the winter.

C. Vey Holman was in town Friday
looking over the machinery of the Emerald
Granite Co., with the view of purchasing'
use

season

j

the Franklin-Hancockof
schools
Lamoine-East brook union.

of

a

itself,

Clarence Lurvey and Galen
Smallidge ;
recent visitors in Ellsworth.
D. J. Manchester snd wife left last week
for their winter home in St.
Petersburg,
Fla.

are pleased
superintendent

a«

worn-

disease is not

were

Friends of Miss Adah Savage

here for

is

or

pneumonia.

ton.

Manchester
N. H.

by illness, work

feeling up to the mark.”
The really great danger from the

Bartlett W. Dyer lett last week for Bos-

William

family.
her

weakened

those who are “run-down'''
especially
or “not

visitor in Bos-

Portsmouth,

for

Islanders Once Pirates.
Recent archaeological researches In
the Virgin islands, formerly the Danish West Indies and now belonging to
the United States, indicate that the
ancient Indian Inhabitants of the islands were pirates who made long
voyages in their canoes in search of

recent

Mrs. Mary Orcutt returned to her home
Sunday. She was called here
two weeks ago by the illneaa of her daugh-

to learn of

Spanish Influenza affects most
severely elderly persons and others
whose powers of resistance are

ton.

The last Sunday mail of the
rived Oel. 27.

ter and

came

northeast harbor.
was a

ever)’
ship which
shores from abroad,
infected with the

Surgeon-General Blue urges that
“the individual take all the
precautions he can against
contracting
the disease by care and personal
hygiene”. Plenty of exercise should
be taken; the dictshould be
regulated,

night
Knmill’s sister, Mrs. W. H. McIntosh.
O®*- 28.
Thelma.

J. W. Small

our

those

disease.

Wednesday, stopping over
Tuesday in Belfast with Mrs.

the borne of Charles Coombs last week before leaving for Fort Williams, Portlaud.
in brewer

Practically

touches

brings

last

of

Play at War Gamei.
Nearing the cathedral, almost completely gutted by the bombardment,
the correspondent met a crowd of
boys playing at their favorite game.
He watched them for some time.
After playing in quickly constructed
trenches In one of the courtyards of
a
destroyed house, where they had
ingeniously plnced their toy machine
guns, the attacking party was Just
jumping out of their shelter when the
gas alarm was sounded. All the boys
quickly donned their masks and contlnued playing, rather stimulated by
the unforeseen reality of their game.
So interested were they that they
never thought of finding shelter,
but
had to be ordered to do so by patrolling soldiers.
But these things could not go on.
The youngsters had too much free
time, as all the schools were closed
and days were spent in holiday-makThe municipality established
ing.
schools in the huge cellars of the big
champagne houses of Reims.
Every day the teacher had to go
through the deserted streets under
heavy bombardment, and very often
the school children had to be kept in
after hours when the town was being
shelled. These children, having grown
up under these conditions, will be a
splendid help to France in rebuilding
a nation of valiant citizens.

Portland for medical treatment,

home

The school childreu are enjoying the
8late loan library installed here through
the efforts of Miss Savage.

Irving Salisbury of Otis

Blue of the United States
Public
Health Service having stated that
“Spanish Influenza will probablv
spread all over the country ih
six weeks”.

Old

Wesley Clark and family, A. O. Clark
and son are at the Clark cottage. George
Clark of brewer ia also at bia old home

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
LEE

and

Instructions to put on the masks against
the poisonous gas; of how
they
played in shell holes filled with rainwater; of how they used walls which
had escaped the German shells to
play their game of war.

10

all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively !
in the Ellsworth
Ameiican. a newspaper
printed ai Ellsworth, iu said county of Hau- t
cock, prior to the fifth day of November, j
a. d. 1018, that they may appear at a
probate
court then to he held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock iu the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.

STATE

w

Carl Reed and Alvin
Walls, who went
hunting Thursday, came back Friday
in the family of
witn a 180-pound buck.
her son.
Capt. Charles P. Lunt spent last week
George Bradbury returned Saturday with bis family while the steamer Bay
sun.
from Aroostook county, where he has State, of which be is first mate, is being
Duty ana designation.
been employed.
put in order in Boston.
A correspondent during one of these
Mrs. Goodwin of Los Angeles. Cbt.,
Josepn Higgins, who has been employed
lulls walked down a narrow street af
McGeorges' Crossing, is at home on ac- w ill spend the winter with her son Henry
bordered by the walls of houses of count of lameness.
at their new home,
be having bought
the sixteenth century, or such parts
Jesse Koilms, who has been in the the house ol Mrs. Lelitia Sprague.
of them as had survived the GerL. W. Rumill and wife, who has been
hospital at Portland, has so far recovered
man bombardments.

gazing at one of the wrecked
houses. Asked why he was gazing at
that house, the boy answered:
“That house over yonder, monsieur?
I was born In that house.
When
war broke out father was mobilized
and mother went to live with an aunt
In one of the houses on the outskirts
of the city. Once a week I come hare
to look at my old home, or what Is
i left of It.”
•'But aren't you afraid?”
"Afraid of what? My father Is at
the front, my mother Is still here, and
as long as she stays here, I will.”
i«r oi
niueoiH, id saia
county, deceased. Petition filed by Edith D.
This child Is a type of all. All have
Kane, widow, for an allowance out of the
the same spirit of duty and resignapersonal estate of said deceased
Edith H. Pray, late of Eden (now Bar Hartion, these children of "the Martyr

state

Durness. Gas

Get Rid of 1 hat

a

Is a pathetic story.
Though
these cellars and shelters were dark,
dreary and damp, where the sun's
rays never once showpd themselves,
no one ever saw these children downWhenever
hearted or discontented.
the bombardment let up. even for a
few mlnntes. these children swarmed
ont of the cold cellars to play In the

Solnted

bor In ssid county, deceased. Petition filed
by Charles H. Wood, executor of the last will
and testament of said deceased, that the
amount of the inheritance tax on said estate,
be determined by the judge of probate.
Mary Ann Fletcher, late of Ellsworth, in
said coantv, deceased.
Petition filed by H.
M. Hail. M. Y. McOown and Luther A. Leach,
the siandingcommittee of the Congregational
parish and society of Ellsworth, praying for
the appointment of Omar W.
Tapley of Ellsworth, as trustee under the fast will and
testament of said deceased, to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Arno W. King, a
former trustee.
Clifton R. Wescott, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the lost will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the exteutrix without giving bond, presented
by Nancy V. Wescott, the executrix therein
named.
Frank R. Nason, late of Surry, in said
Petition that Sadie H.
county, deceased.
Candage or some other suuable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, without giving bond, present'd by
Sadie H. Candage. sister aud sole heir of said
deceased..
Ads A. Frink, late of Stonington, in said
county, de'eased. First aud final account of
Annie S. Thurlow, executrix, filed for settle-

bo left here two years ago, and bsd
employed in Connecticut. Is
leaves his pa real's Mr. and Mrs. F. V.
msn

her

town

'I’HL fo'lowing matters haring been pre1
JL sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That
notice thereof be given to a 1 persons interested. by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American.* newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate coart to be held at Ellsworth, on the fifth day of November, a. d.
1918, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be beard thereon if they see cause.
Fred L. Dorr, late of Orland, in said county,
deceased- A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and
tes ament of said de
ceased, together with petition for probate
thereof and for the appointment of the execu
trix without giving ootid, presented by Flora
E. Dorr, the executrix therein named.
Charles H. Preble, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. Petition that W. B. Blais
dell or some other suitable person De *padministrator of the estate of said
eceased. presented
by Edward Preble,
brotbor of said deceased.
Letitia B Gumming, late of Sullivan, in
said county, deceased. First and final account
ot John A. Camming, executor, filed for settlement.
Joseph M. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Second account of
Charles P Dorr aud Alice H. Scott, adminis
trators, filed by Alice H. Scott for settlement.
Joseph M. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in
■aid county, deceased
Petition filed by
Alice H. Scott, one of the administrators, of
>he estate of said deceased, that the amount
of tbe inheritance tax on said estate, be determined by the jodge of probate.
John W
Qrindle, a person of unsound
mind, of Sedgwick. In said county.
Petition
filed by Nellie M
Qrindle. guardian, for
license to sell certain real estate of said ward,
situated in said Sedgwick, and more fully
described in said petition.

itkcutmia

since been

few months ago
Reims still sheltered some 000 children, although the Germans almost
dally bombarded the town.
How these children lived In the cellars and the special shelters while the
the
Germans
bombarded
fiercely

Parts.—Only

To all person* interested in either of the estates ber< .nafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifteenth
day of October in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteeb.
and by adjournment from the first day oi
October a. 6. 1918.

juuu

Alisery

Niomach

two

eating, taking cold, sluggish condition of the liver and bowels,
and tendency to rheumatism. A quick relief for constipation. Keep your bowels in daily active condition and you'll
s^idom get sick. Remember only ONE CENT a dose, 50 cents
for a 60 dose bottle of the genuine “L. F.” made only by the
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

kcrsl Z.'otias.

From

Emerge

the benefits resulting
from a full day's work. Usually the ordinary illness that
compels you to lay off can be prevented if you select the
right kind of medicine. Thousands of New England people
have for years depended upon the genuine “L. F.” Atwood
Medicine to keep them from getting sick through careless
or

pneumonia in Connecticut arrived Saturw.s interred in Brookside cemetery. He ass a promising young

day, Oct. 19, and

“Every day we must save and
keep on saving. If everyone would
only use WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR like Mother does, it
would help a lot. She says it
goes
further and that’s real saving.’’
DAISY BAKER

(Milled

accordiaf

U. S. Food

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & WHITNEY.

j

to

Regulation#

aubtrUantmuss,

A PATRIOTIC DUTY SPY ROUNDED UP

Almost as vital as that of protecting the honor
of flag and country, is the duly of protecting and
safe-guarding health. When strength is well-nigh exhausted

BY TRAP SHOOTER
>

and the resistive powers are reduced, then is the time
disease germs are the most potent and when

of

means

offsetting

the

Mrs. Bert Young

married five years
ber 9.
was

boarding

is

Mrs.

with

R. A. Coggins.
Walter Joy of Ellsworth was the guest
ol Mrs. R. A. Coggins recently.
has ftone to Bar HarMrs. James Janonn

bor to spend the
Howard Curtie.

winter with her

By MAXIMILIAN FOSTER.
Paris.—There Is a certain United
States signal service sergeant up In
the Toni sector at the front who has
been able of late to combine a little
pleasure with his business. The censor won't let one tell the sergeant’s
name, but without revealing any military Information It may be said that
before the war the sergeant was rated
as one of the top guns at a well-known
trap-shooting club .n the States.
There Is not much trap-shooting Just
now In France.
They are not cracking away at live birds, either. Bn. the
sergeant got his pigeon shooting Just
the same.
The particular front In which the
seigeant operates Is Infested with Ger-

Olive

has

been

in

Alton Bunker, the new mail-carrier, begins bis duties to-day.
Miss Beatrice Hall was the week-end
guest of Albertina Ridley.

the

Bangor for treatment, is home,
much improved In health.
Mrs. Velma Kist, who has been very ill
fever at the home of Sirs.
ol

typhoid

slowly gaining.
Friends of Volney Coggins, who is employed on the oil tank S. S. Silver Shell,
is

PhebeTorrey,

pleased

ill be
rival at an
•

to know of his sale

ar-

Atlantic port.

Nora Young and children were
called to North Brookaville last week by
the sudden death of her father, F'rank
Mrs.

Cousins, Who had been feeble for

some

me.

Letters have been received from Clifford
who is in an anti-aircraft battery
in France. He is much interested in the

Coggins,

country and also in tbe
much to write about the

service, and has

places

whicb he

of the people.
visits
Charles Orcutt, w ho is in commando!
the schooner, J. Chester Wood, has taken
his family to Brookaville to visit Airs.
Orcutt’s parents, Ernest Babson and
wife. Miss Mary Babson, who has been
and the customs

with her sister

panied

(or

time, accomAfter his departure,
some

home.

them

Capt. Orcutt had the misfortune to lose

Major.

his horse

Tramp.

Oct. ill.

CAbflNJt’.
spent last week in Banger.
M.h Wuiard ot North Castine is spend-

Carrie Parker

ing

n

*eek

»n

Boston.

Capt, Vyruu
«r..1

i»*

la«t

Varnum

week

spent
parents, C’spt. Ira Varnum 4nd

wife.
Barker

Wardwell,

one

ofCastine's oldest

citizens, died Sunday, Oct. 13,
of

eighty

at

the age

years.

■ Mrs.
Fred
Birlem entertained the
mothers’ club Friday evening.
Mrs.
Eva Salisbury is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Hannah Bunker.
Mrs. Seth Rice and family have gone to

Kev. Mr. Russell and wife, who have
summ',r here, have returned to
Massachusetts for the winter.
U.
Oct. 21.
ATLANTIC.

death

community was saddened by the
on Sunday, Oct. 20, of Mrs. Vira E.

Joyce in the thirtieth year of her age.
She had been in poor ty-altb several years,
a sufferer from heart trouble, and was in
□ocondition to resist the attack of grip
terminating in pneumonia. Through all
her illness, she nad maintained her cheer-

spies.

The

Duffy
died
while

friends

many

pained

were

of

action

Horace K.

to learn

wounds,

his
in

here

recently
the

on

riedly.

that he had

“Olmme

shotgun,” he demanded.
Shotguns are a regular part of cerSoon
tain quartermaster’s supplies.
the sergeant might have been seen
standing behind a hedgerow gazing toward the nearby wood. Presently he
was seen to stiffen, at the same time
The
12-gauge
murmuring
“pull.”
swung briefly In an arc; a crack and
a crumpled ball of feathers came tumbling toward earth. To make sure, the
sergeant gave it a second barrel Just
before It hit the earth.

received

battlefield

in

France.

Oct. 28.

Xenophon.

EAST BUCKSPORT.
Jennie B., wife of Howard Small, formerly of this place, died at her home in
Bangor, Oct. 20, after a short illneBS of influenza. Mrs. Small was a woman of fine

character, and her amiable disposition
She leaves
won for her a host of friends.
her parents, brothers, sisters, a young
husband and four small children, the
youngest not quite a month old. They
have the

sympathy

of all.

Burial

was

tiever

snooting.
It was pretty clever shooting. The
bird was high, going over fast and
quartering. “Kill,” murmured the sergeant methodically, as he retrieved the
fallen game.
That afternoon the sergeant got four
other birds. Attached to a leg of each
pigeon was a code message In German

at

Hillside cemetery, East Buck sport.
Oct. 24.J. C. B.

atccrtisrmfirte.

ful,

unselfish spirit. Everything was done
for her comfort that human hands could
do. Truly a lovely woman, she was loved
by all who kuew her, and her death brings
to many homes the sadness of a personal
loss. She was a graduate of the Eastern
Btate normal school, class of 1911, and a
•tariff natural color to fray or faded Lair, for remormember of Harbor View ltebekah lodge,
ng dandruff and ae a hair dr earing, la not a dye.
Generous *aed bottles at all dealer*, ready to u«e
Bwan’s Island. Besides her parents, Mr.
iL PHILO HAY CO. Newark. N. 7
'' ! when you get
^irn. Waite r Jnvce, she leave*

t

a

Cray Han

handwriting.

A short time later a detachment of
military police got the owner of the
pigeons. In his blouse and sabots he
looked like any of the peasants tilling
the fields behind the lines. On being
stripped, however, he proved to he a
German under officer. Since his capture the nlgntlv bombardment of the
“Y” hnts and other places where soldiers congregate has heen more or less
haphazard. The Fritzies still chuck
heavy stuff at them, but thanks to the
ex-pigeon shot, the sergeant, they are
not scoring as frequently as formerly.
"It’s bum cards they’re bringing In,”
says the sergeant.

«&»

PLAN STREET SERVICE FLAGS

Resembles Old
Fashioned Grip
The symptoms of Spanish Influenza are very
similar to old fashioned

pains throughout
the body, extreme dizziness, sleepiness, chills,

grip

Manifested by
Catarrhal Condition

Cleveland Has Banners Showing Number of Residents on Street
In Service.

With the first syrupia
toms of Influenza, it
well to consult your famit
once,
at
ily physician
itself

Cleveland, O.—Service flags liave
heen flown here from homes, clubs,
churches and almost every kind of organization headquarters, but now there
has heen introduced the street service
flag. Tn a number of the suburbs of
the city, as well as in outlying busi-

is not the disease
bo
that is to be feared
much as it Is the complications which may follow.
off
kp.inisn
ward
To
to
Influenza or as an aid
an
returning health after any
is
nothing
attack,
HartDr.
than
better
man's World Famous Pe-

—

high fever, headache,
disturbed digestion with
running at the nose and
eyes and excessive spitting, showing an inflammation
and
congestion

streets, flags have been raised
showing how many residents of the
street as a whole have joined the colors. The new flags are being flown by
municipalities as well as by business
ness

runa.

of the mucous linings.

T

For Catarrh

ot

I

ia*e

tvery Description

houses.

PE-RU-NA
.rr
-jsuyi'sa&’iiKf
greatest
body
makes it
the
restoring remedy known
For forty-five years
safe-gnard to the health
out

disease prevent.ng and health
the
to science.
—.liable
as a reliable
Penina has retained lta title
of the American family.
....

EXPERIENCE OF CSERS THE BEST RECOMMENDATION

ANNA. OHIO. "I find Peruna exI
cellent for Catarrh of the head,
keep Peruna and Manalin in the
house

^1

the

time.*’

—

Mrs.

Runkle, Box 86.

Try F«rui

First

—

A.

It will
Peruna for colds and grip.
My
do rill you claim and mors.
on
family always have a bottle
bowel
and
stomach
for
hand
1**
trouble and colds."—Geo. Clark,
Union Street.

Tablet* or Liquid

—

fcoid

Krerrwner©

|

I

Marries With Broken Neck.
Easton, Pa.—Miss Alice Foulks of
Annandale. N. J„ and Henry B. Bowlby
of Lebanon, N. J„ were married at a
Five weeks ago
private hospital.
Mr. Bowlby met with on accident in
which he dislocated his spinal coed at
Since then his head and
the neck.
The
neck have rested in a mold.
young
couple had decided several
months ago to be married Tuesday and
decided not to postpone the wedding.
The bridegroom is not yet out of dan-

of

a

vegetable medicine that puts the

——ZJSL.

NEWS

I

Mrs.

Trundy

Edward

ill of measles.

are

is

ill

of

pneu-

monia.

!

Kane

and

wife return'd to their

Monday.

|
j

a

several yearn ago
brother and two sisters

in

the

several

was

faithful

a

employee.

He

He leaves

much needed.

was

a

widow,

a

sters and

s

30 ct*. 60 cts $1.20.

funeral was held at the Perkins and wife,
lost week.
Ensign
Saturday afternoon, Ker. Frederick Perkin- is are of the hoys of whom
are
Emerson officiating. The sympathy of
justly proud. At present lie ha« aane
the community goes out to this doubly of six submarine chasers.
ill.

A double

who is in

weeks at

Bucksporfe,

family.

house here for the winter.

E. W. Griffin

in health.
from

came

Winterport last

week, returning Sunday.
men

He took,

back

Work will

spent the week-

much

opened

Otis Leach and wife ha*;e

on

Mrs. Irving Candage
Thursday for treatment

account of illness.

in town

were

Friday

of

Mrs. Sarah

to attend

the

sister, Mrs. Pease.
Batcheler and grandson, Paris
Hinckley, returned from Boston Sunday,
the latter having recovered from pneufuneral of Mrs. Cliatto’s
Mrs. Elia

monia.

Johnson

Mrs.

lslesboro and

Mrs.

Grace Merservy of Camden are in town,
by the death of their daughter
and sister, Mrs. H. M. Pease.
called here

Cards

have

been

received

announcing

the engagement of Miss Ruth Babson of
Eggemoggin to Prin. A. Allen of this
Mr. Allen is

place.

now overseas.

Mrs. Julia Jackson sends the correspondent a branch from a raspberry bush connumber of

taining
large, ripe, juicy
berries, picked October 22.
Mrs. Carrie Tibbetts Fisher of Portland
came Saturday to help care for her sister,
Mrs. Beatrice Douty, who is ill of pneua

monia at

t

Walter

he home of

Mrs. Elmer

>he is visiting.

A

and

Hutchins

boro, and is at home.

Hinckley was a valued member of Penobchapter, O. E. S.,of this place, and will
be missed greatly.

Ensign Ivan Perkins enjoyed a week’s
furlough with his parents, Capt. C. M.

lave
a

Esther

of

Jslesboro, and

was

Barif'or

Louis

Lane

Harriet
she

im-

illness.
has

been

having

a

piazza buit on his home, a cupola on
his barn, ana otherwise improving his
The

community

was

dened

Wednesday

bv

shocked and sadthe death of Mrs.

the

home of her son,

j

Capt. Louis Lane/ Mrs. L ne was beloved by all w ho knew her. Her
kindly
spirit and true Christian life was an example for all who came in contact with
her. She will be greatly missed in every
way, especially in the church and mission
societies, of which she was an earnest
active member.

to

S„ and t enter Harbor Rebekab lodge.
She leaves h husband, two small children,
a mother and six sisters, by whom she will
be erreat Iv missed. The sympathy of the

guaran-

teed.

I

'

Rev.
cent

bottle

house ?
Pleasant
to take
and
children
like it.
Results

Mr. Pease five years ago.
She
member of Lookout chapter, O. E.

married
w as a

Johnson

Mrs.

you

in your

nurse

daughter of

of Miss
to know that is

a severe

Floc.
BIRCH

Pease, died at
her home Wednesday morning, October
23, after a few days’ illness of influenza.
the

to

to

for her eyes.

Oct. 28.

came.

was

horse

&tofcmisfmems.

Annie, wife of Horace M.

The deceased

pleased

Louise P. Lane at

The many friends htre of Elizabeth W.
Hinckley of Blue hill were grieved to learn
Miss
of her death Sunday, of pneumonia.
ncot

went

factorv

place.

volunteers at Waldo-

Leach,

trained

Capt.

j

sympathy of all in the death of their infant daughter on Sunday,
rHarvard Littlefield has completed his

junior

are

proving after

have the

wife

bis

friends

many

Bridges

Ernest Snowman has arrived home from
York Beach, where he spent the summer.

work with the
of

The

guest of George Grindle and wife.

Bluehill

canning

Madella Small went to Portland Monday, where she has employment for the
winter.

Mrs. Julia Ginn of Orland was the guest
Private Everett Cousins from Camp of Mrs. C. K. Bridges recently.
Devena spent a two days’ furlough with
Ward well of Belfast is the
Clarence Chatto and wife

in I be

Jacob Closson has sold
Irving Candage.

their

to work in the cannery.

his parents, C. C. Cousins and wife.

begin

Oct. 29.

Miss Delia Leach is at borne from Brookline

Robbins is very ill of influenza.

W. B.

PENOBSCOT.
Mi89 Bernice Varnum

improved

Wo DLOCKS.

SEDGWICK.

home

came

Oct. 21.
Une Femme.

end in Calais.

also

Clean, refreshing, soothing, economical.
Quickly effective. Say “Sloan’s Linito your druggist. Get it today.

ment

brothers living in Deer Isle. One of his
is very
sisters, Mrs. Edward Trundy,

Miss Marion Grindle, who has been in a
sanatorium at Wells Beach, is at home,

where

Women, too, by the hundreds of
thousands, use it for relieving neuritis,
lame backs, neuralgia, sick headache.

family

same

general favorite with all, and his loss will
be felt severely in the family where he

Oct. 28.

Falls

For practically every man has used
It who has suffered from rheumatic
aches, soreness of muscles, stiffness of
joints, the results of weather exposure.

night watchman at the
Farnsworth Packing Co.’s plant where he

bereaved

four

relief

means

drowued

years he had been

the aviation

Tapley.

Thursday.'
1

A

ago, but had lived in this town since his
marriage to Miss Clay tie Tyler. For four

visitirig his father, Pearl Tapley.
Mrs. Herbert Tapley, who has been ill

Elmer
corps, is

j

man will tell you
that Sloan’s "Liniment

home

H. S.

home in Addison

|

Almost any

anc

makes the loss very hard. Mr. Dunham
was born at Deer Isle thirty-four years

was

Several of the children

was

six small children and several

BROOKLfN.
j

son

These two deaths

sys-

..

COUNTY

anc

Miss Jennie Tyler, of this place.

Herbert,

W9
--

o

born at Dee;

many years. She leaves a husband
two daughters, Mrs. Arthur Dunham

She also leaves

iu good condition, pieve ts and relieves constipation, stimulates the appetite
and improves the digestive powers. ft. an
do no harm.
It is purely vegetable. A*>k
your druggist for it. or write DR. J. F.
TRUE & CO Auburn, Me. •»()« 60c, •1.00
tem

complication

a

was

At tbe name,home, Arthur Dunham diec
I
Friday morning, Oct. 25, of influenza
He was a son-in-law of Mrs. Gross,

Dr. True's Elixir
is

influenza and
Mrs. Gross

isle, but had made her borne in Brooklii

condition, if slug

gisn bowels have allowed poisonous impurities to accumulate in your system you
liable to suffer severely with the grip.
True’* Elixi*, the famous hoti eboM
remedy of 67 years’ reputation may ward
off the grip or make an attack light and
easily tbrowu off. Why? Because

|

_

northern

spent the

man

All sorts of things were happening.
A “tramp" battery, one of those particular guns that whisks up, slams a
few at the Frltzles, then slides out
Wollaston, Mass., for the winter.
on the Jump, found Itself being shelled
Mrs. John Hamor visited Gus Hamor the Instant It
lined up for a shot.
and family at Egg Rock, recently.
Again, every time there was a troop
Miss Bernice Spurling is home from movement, the movement was anticiSouthwest Harbor, while school is closed. pated by the Boche. Beside that, every time a body of our men got toMrs. Iceland of Addison is here to spend
the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Lewis gether for any purpose whatever, the
Oermnns shelled them with everything
Ladd.
they hud, big guns included.
Mrs. Mary Abbie Bunker of Bass HarTipping Off the Hun.
bor, George Bunker and a friend, and Will
Now, the Hun doesn’t use his big
Harding were guests of Dellie Harding
guns unless he knows what he's shootlast week.
ing at. How he lenrned, however, was
Oct. 21.
Rooney.
pretty evident. Some one back of our
I lines was tipping him off.
NORTH BROOKLIN.
The slgnnl service sergeant was the
The schoolhouse
is
being newly
shingled.
| first to detect how it was done. His
!
wns repairing signal wires hack
George Pettee has sold some real estate squad
| of the trenches. The sergeant halted
to Alien Cole.
A
In his work and gazed skywards.
Mrs. Ida Burns is in Rockland caring
! pigeon was going over his head. The
tor her daughter, Mrs. Roswell Eaton,
sergeant watched It Idly, calculating
who is ill.
as he stood there how far he'd lend It
Sidney Pert has sold bis house here to with a 12-gauge. Then with a sigh
John Allen, who is an engineer on the he went to laying a wire again.
steamer Rocklaud.
A few minutes later the sergeant
Another pigeon had
Elmer Pervear, who has been home on stopped again.
risen from the wood. Bnt a few mina brief visit, has beeu recalled to Boston
utes later, when a third pigeon rose
by the shipping board for duty.
from the wood, the former trap-shooter
Miss Helen Hale, woo has been traintarried no longer. A half hour later he
ing for a nurse in a Bangor hospital, has
bolted into the quartermaster’s departbeeu obliged by illness to come borne.
ment, clicked a salute and spoke hurof

Mrs. Myron Varnum of P-ovidence, is
spending the week «Ln her purents,
David Wescott and wife.

The

Hazel Bunker is working at HarBeal’s.

Miss

at

hospital

Octo-

on

Mrs. Lulu Qott has gone to Portland for
winter.

Miss Mabel Morgan of East Surry spent
Mrs. Lina CunDing.be week-end with
here.
b,m at her borne
Bonsey, who

ago, died

the

vard

out of

See* Pigeon* on Wing,
Dreams of Days at Traps, Grab*
Shotgun and Bag* Five—Have
Code Messages Attached.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

brother,

in

Sergeant

daughter, Dorothy, aged four, and three
sisters, Bernice, Amy and Luelia. Her
husband, Sidney L. Joyce, to whom she

SOUTH BURK V.

ness

diseases.

GERMANS WERE TIPPED OFF

Btaonteld.K.l.

NEWS

Mysterious Happenings

WHEN YOU SUFFER
F
RHEUMATISM

th<

Annie, wife of Augustus Gross, diet
Thursday, Oct. 24, after two weeks’ ill-

I

are
i>r.

tendency toward weakness and protecting strength.
The abundant tonic and unique nourishing properties
of Scott’s Emulsion make it a dependable agent that
may be used everyday, by anyone, to protect strength.
°
SwxtaSowae,

COUNTY

i

Toul Sector.

scorn MW

affords splendid and effectual

beautiful floral tributes testified to
affection iu which she was held.

Former Top Gun Solves Cause
of

atnmisnutnis.

community is deep and sincere for tb
bereaved family.
Private funeral wa
held at the home Friday afternoon, Rev
Frederick Emerson officiating. The man:

HARBOR.

W. H. Kice of

Lamoine

was

a

Woodw ard of Jonesport has
visiting her sistei, Mrs. Ernest Rioe.

Mrs. Jennie
been

William
field

spent

Church
a

few

and

wife

of

Cherry-

days last wtek with M.

H. Winslow and wife.
The many friends of Grover
at Camp Upton, N. Y., are

Smith, who
glad to bear
he is recovering from pneumonia.
Oct. 21.
C.
is

To feel strong, have good appetite and digestion, sleep soundly and enj y life, use
Burdock Blood Bitters, the family system
tonic. Price Sl.2r. —-tdn.

Cold Weather

^

ComingGuests Too
Give them a warm greeting
with a Perfection Oil Heater.
Make the guest room comwithout litter,
fortable
smoke and smell. No need
to start the furnace till
—

winter

comes

in

earnest.

Preserve your coal till then.
Perfection Oil Heater and a
supply of SO-CO-NY OIL* and
be prepared for the first chilly
days. It saves furnace heat now
and supplements it later. One gallon
gives 8 hours of satisfying warmth.

Buy

a

Perfection Oil Heaters

are

able, handsome,

light.

easy to

ports

general stores.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
Sold

by

re-

visitor here.

hardware and

r

PERFECTION
OIL HEATERS A

^TnanqlmTnaJt Kiark

^

WELD SEVEN WAR
WORK AGENCIES
INTO RELIEF ARMY
Organizations Which Are
Helping to Keep Up the Morale
of Fighting Millions Unite in
Campaign for $170,500^)00.

Great

With millions of American

men

on

the stupendous task of making the
world safe for democracy, a great duty
In

upon those who remain In
the United States,—the duty of sending Home to those who have put Home
behind them for the period of the war.
devolves

United

Ln

theatrical

or

the

whole-souled co-operation between the seven great organizations
working for the happiness and welfare
of our soldiers and sailors was recently Illustrated at the graduation
exercises of the tenth class of the
Board’s
Welfare
Training
Jewish
School In New York. Col. William S.
Barker, who went to France representing the Salvation Army with the fin*t
contingent of our troops and has been
‘over there” fifteen months, was the
principal speaker and wished the fiftyeight Jewish workers of the class <k»dspeed, while Louis Marshall, the promtnent Jewish attorney and phllanthropist of New York, lauded the work of
the Salvation Army among the boys
at the front.
"What our fighting boys need Is Inspiration and heart and character In
those who are there to help them,"
"You will repdeclared Col. Barker.
resent In the earnps and overseas the
ideals and standards of the Jewish
faith, and It is up to you above all
things to be consistent In your rePractice what you
ligious practices.
That, I am sure, has been
preach.
the secret of our own success.
If you
live up to the principles of vour faith
and give what you have to give from a
heart big with love, the boys will resect you, whether they be Protestant,
Catholic or Jew."
The newly graduated field workers
will make a total of 260 men doing
field work In our camps and naval
training stations under the auspices
The
of the Jewish Welfare Board.
Board has about fifty "huts" In the
various camps and maintains centers
In all large cities where soldiers and
sailors of all faiths are welcomed.
A
headquarters has recently been established In Paris, and 100 men are being
recruited
here
for overseas work.
There are now nearly 125,000 Jews
serving in the army and navy.

upon the continued efforts of
M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the
National Catholic War Council and K.
of C., the War Camp Community Service, the Jewish Welfare Board, the
American Library Association and the
To carry on this
Salvation Army.
work the combined welfare orgnnir.atlons are seeking a fund of $170,500,the Y.

wu.

C. A. provides 538 huts in
training camps and more
than 900 in the war tone as centres
which the fighters can use as clubs.
schools, theatres, stores, churches, 11braries and writing rooms. More than
7.000 men and women had been sent
for overseas
overseas or approved
work by early autumn and 3.822 were
Y. M

American

Y. M.

In American camps at home.
C. A. huts are the canteens of

the American

Expeditionary Force

1

;
*

j!

1

and

are the theatres where the American
entertainers, sent over by the “Y,” ai**
Noted American public men and
pear.
clergymen speak In the huts. Classes
Millions of letters
are conducted there.
are written there on paper provided
free by the **Y.” Physical directors of
the “Y” teach and spread mass athletics, using material furnished free
by the organization.
The Y. W. C. A. does similar work
for the thousands of American women
in war work overseas—signal cor]'*
and
nurses
operators,
telephone
French munition workers. It provides
cafeterias, rest and recreation centres,
entertainment and reading for these

j

and girla.
The Y. W. C. A.'» outstanding contribution to soldier welfare work In
training camps was the establishment
of Hostess Houses, where the soldier
or sailor may receive his mother, wife,
sister or sweetheart in the surroundings and atmosphere of the best
women

The National Catholic War Council
co-ordinates all Catholic welfare work
In support of the government and
through the K. of C. provides clubhouses

for

our

fighters

in

all

United War Work

Campaign Program
The campaign begin* on Monday
morning, November 11, and ends at
midnight on Monday, November 18

Ameri-

having
seventy-five centres In France and
In their huts the
three In England.
K. of C. provides entertalnlngment,
movies,
boxing bouts, educational
work, religious services, free stationery, reading matter and writing rooms.
Ia France their rolling canteen accompanies the American army, their
secretaries march with the troops, giving away cigarettes, cookies, chocolates. soap and towels.
The K. of C. had 300 workers In
France at the beginning of autumn,
with 450 more passed by the government and 200 others signed up.
\t
the some date they had 468 secretaries
In American training camps, 150 buildings. fifty-six more In the course of
•rectlon and contracts let for fifty
can

training camps,

as

well

as

A 8 approved by representatives
of the Government at Washington
the $170,500,000 will be divided as
follows:

Y. M. C. A.$100,000,000
Y. W. C. A.
15.OUU.OUO
National Catholic War Council

War
Service
Camp
Community
functions exclusively In America, Its
special mission being to “surround the
In place of
camps with hospitality."
leaving the soldier or sailor to the
promiscuous companions and diversions formerly his lot, the organization obtains for him the best to be had
In communities adjoining camps or
through which he passes.
W. C. C. S. obtains for him Invitations to dine, bathe or spend the day
It Introduces him
In the best homes.
to the best women and girls at social
church
entertainments,
gatherings,
It arouses communitheatre parties.
ties to provide concerts, athletic contests and other wholesome diversions
for the soldier, and to drive out or
discourage the vicious elements which
have been historic camp followers.
The Jewish Welfare Board is correlating the strength and purposes of
100,000 Jewish soldiers, sailors and
marines with that of the Gentile soldiers. The board teaches the English
language, American civics and ideals
to thousands of young Jewish men
who were inducted into service after
only a few years residence In this
While safeguarding his recountry.
ligious rites, the board assists in the
process of welding the Jewish soldier
Into the solid American unit and In
bridging over the differences between
him and the others.

library

Association Is

providing reading matter for every
American soldier, sailor, marine a nr.
In addition to gathprisoner of war
ering anti forwarding inree million

(including

K n i g h t s of
Columbus)...
War

('amp

30.000.000

Com-

munity Service.
Jewish Welfare
Board.
A merlran

15,000,000
3.500,000

j
!

to

Lieut.

j

j

I
I

ji

ment in tbe

illness among the chilenough to be pro-

severe

School closed Tuesprevent further spread of the ill-

Bucksport. working

Gerald Wiilios is in

Capt.

E.

Miss Ethel

improving. Mrs.
seriously ill.
Oct. 28.

who

Cora

been

has

ill, is

Bangor

to

work

employed

Wi!lins is

Crots ng,

M.

been

of

tbe guest

a

Q

BROOKLIN.

returned

has

Harry

Cousins died Saturday, Oct*
at the home of J. J. Bridges, where
he hid
made
his home lor nearly nine
year,
Death resulted from
pneumonia, alter an
illness of nearly two weeks. He

from

Northeast Harbor, where be has bad
employment, and is now visiting at
Winter Harbor.
Two

of

more

our

men

young

have

been

E.

was

to the

every

was

bis
was

foot and causing a
Bar
taken to tbe

doing
Oct. 28.

well

as

as

bad

wound.

be

can

f

White

the

bas

corner

rented tbe

and moved

Emery W. Tapley

open
Smith

bis

fast to

to-day

left

his studies

resume

at

Chap-

at

Bucksport.

Waller

for
the

Springs convalescing

home

high

Oct. 28.

SPEC.

w

GOULDS BOKO.
Lovina Guptill is borne

Miss

Sybil Hammond has returned

(.’bail

Tracy

s

ha#

employment

Irving

Gray ha# been in town a few
Gray has recently married,
living in Quincy, Mass.
Mr.

Edncand Dorothy Joy and Fred
Foss were week-end guests of relatives at
Stin ley'a Point.
Misses

Henry Tracy

Franklin
boarding house

ife of

are

in
F
T. Wood’s
Chicken mill for the winter.

at

and

w

Capt. George Natter
are

ife who

and

caring for Leroy
are ill o! grip.

Emily

M.

nines*

by

in

Cousins and wife, two brothers, WilUeltb, all of this place, besides
relatives. The community
many other
unites with them in mourning.
Services were held at the borne ot J. J.
Bridges, where be was regarded as a
tus

liam and

Franklin Farrow w ho win called
Bangor by the nlne-s of her (laughter
Dorothy, has returned Home, accompanied
by Dorothy.
Mrs.

to
in

Lvman
i#

his
1

Oakland, called there
her brother John’s lamuy.
to

closed

has

Phillips

Mrs.

still

Pa.,

are

not

return

and

at

daughter of Heading,

their

cottage and shall
home
winter
until

to their

after the influenza abates.

;

The great

profusion

tributes
esteem

a [ arty ia*t Friday evening
nd all
reporieJ a pleasant time.
The many friends of Wiufred B. Faro-

wife of Steu-

‘Spurling
Both

and
im-

are

Eittah.

Oct. 28.

ill of

*rip.
Miss

Gertrude

Blake

Harbor to work

Miss

Vivienne

Northeast

Harbor

at

has

gone

the

hospital.

Havey
;o

work

has
for

to

to

gone
a

few

weeks.

<

Mrs. Eunice Brown and little daughter
Frances of Dixmont are visiting her
parents, N. H. Tinker and wife.
H.

Oct. 28.

WAVES OF HATE FOR KAISER

Huns.

Held Captive Four Hours.
Green Bay, Wis.—After being held
captive by the Huns for four hours in
a shell hole, I)r. Clarence C. DeMarcelle escaped when the territory In
which the shell hole was located was
captured by the Americans. Doctor
DeMareelle, who Is with a medical
unit in France, told of his experience
in a letter to his father in this city.

have

and

wife of

B-*r

their

spent

Har-

vacation

here, returned Monday.

E. Lnvejoy and
Murray Hewens
returned Sunday from Boaton, * here
they had been to eniiat in tbe ambulance
corps. They will return in a few days.
Mrs. Louise Wood. who baa spent a
few
months with her daughter, Mrs.
George Allen, of Prospect Harbor, has
returned home.
Mias Eliza Whitten is

!

closing of the schools, returned

Bangor with mm Monday.
with her.
Irving Salisbury went to Ellsworth last
On the afternoon of Oct. 16, the '"mWednesday, to join the boys to go to Fort munity win saddened by the death of
Williams, Portland, for training. Irving J.
Albert, eldest son of tbe late Henry
1

is

of

one

Otis’

proud of
W. O. Fogg

young men, and

smart

all

feel

him.

wife of Hull’s

and son, George Fogg and
Cove and Charles Fogg of

their lots

Mr*.

in

the upper

cemetery.

tors here last

Tuesday,

to make arrangements for grading up their lot in the new
cemetery, w here their father and brother,

Peter J.

the late

They

were

Anderson, is buried.
guests for dinner at W. Tib-

bets.’

Oct. 28.

Elizabeth
Hammond, after a few
of
days’ illness of influenza, at tbe
twenty-nine years, •nine month* aid
of this
sixteen days. In
the
death

and

young man, the town loses one of
best
citizens. Hta
ready smile

Davis.
GOTT'S ISLAND.

beard

one

such

was

on

endeared dim to
every hand. “Albert
boy.*1 Ha leaves a

good

a

daughter, a widowed
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Hammond, two
brothers- Harry C., who is iu Prance,
and Simeon T. of this place, who. at the
time of his brother’s death, was very ill,
and knew nothing of bis loss uutil days
afterward, also a half-sister, Mrs. John
Jones. It is a sad blow, as they were a
united family. A large circle of friend?
extend sympathy.
widow

and

little

L.

Harding and wife went to
Bernard Sunday to see Mis. Harding’s
niece, Miss Edna Benson, who is very

Oct. 28.

ill.

Fred Roberts has returned to

William

Amoe

Staples

Howland for

and

the

»ife

have
Mr.

winter.

has

his

employment with
Reuben Lancaster.

gone

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Bryant Perkins

to

Staples

ford

sou*iu-law,

Monday.

forefinger

was

cut off at the knuckle.

l_

in

Newport,

wife, and Millard
Spencer and wife of Harmon were here

Sunday.
Harry
to

We?cott and

Nancy

have

employed

returned

Wescott.

Oct.

28._L*
NORTH LAMOINE

Auburn,

Lena

Hagan

is

nursing in EH*'

worth.

Beatrice Martin, who
in

have

Augusta Grindle and Mum Lidi
Perkins, who have been in Old Town tbe
past month, are home.

Mrs.

THE PALL 5, HANCOCK.
been

wife

Miiiinocket after visiting their mother.

Mrs.

Mrs. Chips, Jh.

Misses Lillian aud

has returned home.

Lewis Tibbetts and

sorry to learn of her death.

Oct. 28.

home,

David Perkins, who has been painting

Mrs.

Elizabeth Peterson nas received
her
Miss
word that
Nellie
cousin,
Speriug, Gicd Ui her auuie in Laudsdown,
Miss
Spering has spent
Pa., Oct 8.
several summers here, aud friends were
Miss

week at

a

Bangor.

Oct. 21.

of

Tne little children of Mr. and Mrs.
Bertiu Gott were playing Saturday,
cutting herring on a chopping block,
wh o the little girl, Rachel, got her hand
under the ax her brother was using,
l'he

Portland.

borne from Med-

came

Grace Nichols, after
has returned to

Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Joyce
Atlantic, were sorry to learn of their
uc*iiib.
Mrs. Joyce taught scnool here
a few years ago, aud won many friends.

it*

»nd

kindly, gentle nature
ail. and

Anderson, wife and niece,
C. Blaisdell, of Bar Harbor were visi-

WOLVES;

Attila’s Hoard Never Found.
Alarlc the Goth plundered Rome
and got together a vast amount of
treasure. When he died, the legends
relate, this loot was buried with him
at the bottom of the Susento
river,
and all the captive slaves who were
forced to build his tomb were slain,
so that the Romans might never And
his resting place. The rich
spoils of
Attila, the story ruus, were burled in
a cave.
Neither hoard has ever been
discovered.

who

to

Edward M.

Oti I on tro. III.—A league of optimists
has been organized In Chicago with
the avowed purpose of beating the
kaised by “waves of hate."
Branches are to he formed in every
part of the United States, according
to Doctor Sheldon Leavitt, president
of the league, who calls himself a
“holy emotionalist.” Here is the Idea:
Twice a day 20.000,000 optimists
shall at a designated hour concentrate
intellectually, grit their teeth, stamp
their feet and simultaneously wish
dire things for the Potsdam crowd.
The enemy shall be mentally annihilated.
The ritual carries with It a “h.vmu
of hate."
The formula outlined by
Doctor Leavitt Is as follows:
"I call down upon the German government
disaster, catastrophe, ruin,
disease, pestilence, annihilation and
the plague."
Then all that remains Is for the allied armies to crush the foe.

Kingsley

Allen

E.

Ellsworth, were in town a few days last
League of Optimists at Given Hour week, guests of Mias Nancy Jordan. The
Daily Will Wish Dire Things
Foggs were making improvements ou
for

Monday

C. H. Wood and wife and Mi*a Shaw
•pent tbe week-end at tbeir home here.
bor,

gor came for the week-end at the bungalow.
His family, who has been here
the

Use Femme.

at their home

ill, is gaining.
W. J. Murphy of Van Buren and Ban-

siuce

held.

was

in Bar Harbor.

G. Young, who has been very

**rs. D.

of

beautiful fioral

WEST GOULDS BORO

O 1'13.
ill

are

of

after-

testimonials of the

Frank Crow burst spent

Mrs.

Tom son.

grip.

Myrtle Tinker

which he

in

on

Oct. 28.

SOUND.
Pauline Higg.ns is

silent

were

ham

Oct. 28.

the

Monday

Frederick Emerson officiating.

gave

sympathize with him in the lose of
whose death occurred at the
wife,
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Black, at Cape Hosier, alter a short illness
of influenza.
8he
leaves, besides her
husband, a little daughter, Clara Marguente.

family,

brother

noon, Rev.

Phillips I

Miss

by

|

|

his

proving.

Alice and

need, making nothing of the sacrifice, if
he but knew be could help. His host ot
friends appreciated bia many kindnesses
and all are saddened by his early death.
Mr. Cousins was a valued member ot
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M., and ol
Brooklin lodge, I. O. O. F. Early in lile
be united
with the Brooklin
baptist
church. In all of these organization, he

Bangor to spend the was a
valued member, never shirking a
Alger.
duty laid upon him.
Tapiry left Wednesday
He leaves a mother and father, Augus-

gone to
inter with bis sou

fur
visit.

on a

MacDonald’s store.

v

Farnham

and

Miss

Mr*.

an

grip.

Dea. Gersbam

ago he took over

year

apirit, be waa ever ready to lend a
helping band to thoae in sorrow or id

Bel-

from

a

eroua

family

Cummings is at home from

E.

Stockton

Nearly

the busineaa of J. J. Bridges. His genial
disposition made him very popular a, a
merchant. Poseeeaed of a kind and gen-

Nov. 1.
at

citiien alone win the
the social, religion,

has

soldier.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

Charles

in'9II

activities of the town, hi,
left a void which it seem., ran
never be filled.
Deceased had always lived here, with
the exception of several weeks at
Camp
Devena, training for the Bervice, from
which he received an honorable
discharge
being physically unfit for the life of a

going

expected.

will be

as s

but

and business

M.

Tapley's ham-curing plant

Not

felt,

loss be

He

hospital

Harbor

be proud. There
Usk too bard for him to
sc-

never a

complisb.

Lyle Smith of the coast patrol, who is
a furlough with his family here,
met with a
p inful accident last Thursday. While bunting, his rifle was accidentally discharged, the bullet enteriog

end guests here.

Bar

was

OBITUARY.

attack of the

w

th*

be

Oct. 28.

Humor the

Miss Ocla

BHarry Leighton

jamin Trundy, wife and daughter
Doris, of North Penobscot, were week-

ben

which

beauti

The bearers

there.

L.

Bet

anl

was

past week.

house

Young has returned from Deer

Gerald

d

on

Interment

the

wreath baarin
the crew ot

yearsago
were George
Fogg, Ur rob
Moon, Rupert Strattoo and Howard Butler, former schoolmates of the deceased

re-

school.

man

a

shipmates, from

steamboat

Vilda Lurvoy of Bar Harbor ha*

Miss

Griudell is still

Lie.

wrote

desk had only Just been moved
and the work of the big drive had
hardly begun.
“I'm onto your stunt,'* the hoy went
on as he swung a grimy fist over the
| desk : “you’re goln' to give us fellows
that ain’t old enough to go to war a
Fred Lockley. Y. M. C. A.. Tells of ’•haiice to earn an’ give to back up a
fighter an' help win the war. Listen ;
the Gratitude of the
I'm in on this.’’
The crumpled $5 hill he dropped on
at the Front.
the desk made him the first of “a million hoys behind a
million fighters’*
who are to be lined up as Victory lio.vs
“One of the discoveries men are
making over here," Fred Ixtrkley, of during the week of the drive.
There will be a division of Victory
the Y. M. C. A. and of Portland, OreGirls, too. and every boy and every
gon, writes from
l^tidon, “is that girl enrolled will have to earn every
more pleasure can be had out of glvdollar he or slit -i ... m j*
;,r work
lug than getting. Many a man who
fund.
has spent money freely In the old days
to buy pleasure Is finding that lie gets
more pleasure over here by the spendKILLS
BUYS STAMPS
tug of one's self In the service of others.
"A few- months ago I went out with
Wisconsin's Champion Hunter Invests
a fellow Y. M. C. A. secretary to hunt
Proceeds of One Day's Sucup
out-of-the-way detachments of
cessful Hunt.
A stable guard here, a matroops.
Hhlnelander Wis.—One days wolf
chine gun company there, a platoon
aomewhere else.
We
carried our
hunting, In which he killed two old
wolves and three small ones, netted
We had
goods In an automobile.
plenty of writing paper and envelopes $64 in bounties for E. A. Snyder, who
for free distribution, and chocolate,
claims to he the champion wolf slayer
of this part of the state.
cookies, chewing tobacco and smoking
He Invest-d
tohacco.
rasor
cigarettes,
blades, the proceeds of his wolf hunt in War
tooth paste and things of that kind for
Savings stamps.

;

went

civil service examina-

Oct. 21.

L. Dorr and wife of Bucksport

Sunday.
Soper,

here

were

Western Union messenger hoy whispered to one of the directors of the
United War Work Campaign In the
New York headquarters.
The direcin

Hadley

to take tbe

tion.

and their son, Capt. Herman Dorr, with
wife and daughter, of Providence, K. I.,

First Victory Boy’s Work.

tor’s

cently

Among

was

employ
in Rastside
cemsterv,
side his mother, who died a few

Harbor.

and is

for his brother Frank.

all right,**

vacation, has returned to Bar

enjoying

S.

Frank Gray is visiting bis uncle, Capt.
G. F. Gray.

war now

to you.

been at

has

who

ful floral tributes

beld |

Sp,,k,™

colors—Harry E. Leighton twenty-eight years ol age.
In the passing ol this young,
promising
Cranberry will and Ivory W. Higgins—and two others,
Brooklin has lost a citiien ol
Raymond L. Tripp and Arthur L. Hadley, life,
whom
house recently
it had
reason
to

_

which the Y. W. C. A. Is doing: “Yon
| at home cannot fight with your lives,
hut you can fight with your mercy
The Y. \Y. C. A. is offering you Jusi
this chance. It garrisons the women s
support trenches, which lie behind the
men's.
It asks you to supply them
with munitions of mercy that they
We need
may he passed on. to us.
such supplies badly. Give generously
that w’e may the sooner defeat the
Hun."
What Lieut. Dawson says of the Y
W. C. A. he might have said of all the
national organizations which are com
Ing Together for the biggest financial
campaign that organisations have ever
headed.
All the $ 170.fi00.000 to be
raised by the seven great national organizations the week of November 11
will be used to garrison and supply
the supjK>rt trenches behind the lines.
They are the Y. M C. A., the Y. W.
C. A., the National Catholic War Council, Jewish Welfare Board. American
Library Association. War Camps Community Service and Salvation Army.
American girls In various uniforms
with
mingle
strungely
picturesque
The
Brittany costumes in France.
American Y. W\ C. A. has a hostess
house In Brittany where the Signal
Corps women live and a hut where
the nurses spend their free time. Both
these centers are fitted with many of
the
comforts and conveniences of
home.
“At a tea given at the nurses' hut
one Saturday afternoon," writes Miss
Mabel Warner, of Salina. Kansas. Y.
W. C. A. worker there, “there was an
odd gathering—one admiral, a bishop,
a
Presbyterian minister, a Roman
Catholic priest, a doctor, an ensign,
one civilian and myself.”

-Say. I'm w!*r

Swazey,

Addie

on a

called

her school in Columbia Falls.

3,500.000
8,500 000

Miss

the word

borne

broth,?

_____

Everett Stanley, who was ill In
Bangor, but came home and has had
pneumonia since her arrival here, is now
pronounced out of danger.

to

Sullivan, officiating.

_

WEST SCRRY.

of

Lieut. Conlngsby Dawson, who
“Carry On,” says of the war

Fred Hadley and Mrs. J. A. Kiltredge visited in Someaville recently.
Mrs.

shipyard.

some

Marion and Gladys, and one
Funeral services were
the church here, Kev.
George
Arthur.

Dover, bas returned home.

in

Mrs.

Coninosby

Boys

j

of

employ

fireman’

Sawyer of Milo spent last
week with Mrs. E. E. Sargent.
Mrs. Ma belle Hodgkins, who has been

Mirs Sarah
the

left

haa

Moore

Oapt. Walter Hadlock and has moved his
family toMachiaa, where he has employ-

Dawson. FightAuthor.
Makes
ing
Stirring
Appeal for Y. W. C. A.

j

SERVICE THAT WINS
! THE SOLDIER HEART

j

Russel

Oct. 28.

MERCY MUNITIONS
NEEDED IN TRENCHES

j

Any surplus will be divided pn

j

was

have

son

Mrs. William

improved.

much

shore.

j

rata.

!

lough and

Horace

j

S. C. 265

of the

little

and

returned to Seal Harbor.

who

putney. Mass., on a furtaken ill of influenza, is

young man of
nnosuslly »un.„ a *'
and was loved
by evervnn *
ln
this, bis boyhood borne, and in the
of the Maine Central
steamboats mk
he was employed, ftrst as deck
baud h
for the past two years, as
«
was twenty-one years of
age. He leave
father, George G. Martin, two

poaition,

Bert Spurling of Great
bis family into the
have entered the students* army training
occupied by Grover Morse for the winter. ;
Mr. Spurling runs tbe fish stand at the corps at Orono.

maintain the morale that

it winning the

He has been

home from

came

move

retaries

Give

been

volunteers dur-

ing the summer, is at home.
ill of influenza.

Phippen

has

who

ness.

3.GOO recreation buildings
1.000 miles of mo\ie films
100 stage stars
2.000 athletic directors
2.500 libraries supplying
H.000.000 hooks
85 hostess' houses
15.000 “Big Brother” secof
dollars
Millions
home cpmforts

roa-1 for the winter.

Rupert Farnsworth,
working with the junior

Leslie

their

to

w«« a

WEST EDEN.

Hodgdon

Mrs. Doris
have

NEWS

COUNTY

Mrs.

nounced influenza.

Li-

brary Association.
Salvation Army

more.

The American

to

The

pendent

serving

Godspeed

bungalow

their

bouse across the

day

The government hat fixed the
turn
needed for the ctre of the
men In the ten ice at $170,500,000.
Videos Americana give twice nt
much as ever before our soldlfcrs.
sailors and marines in 1919 may not
enjoy their

ath-

letic games, which relax him Into normal comfort after weeks of terrific
combat, the American fighter Is de-

The

Bids

from

moved

There is

the Graduates of Training School.

the fury of battle, to the
entertainment

Barker

Col.

Coggins of Lamoine, was the guest of
Agnes Spurling last week.
Capt. Walter Radlock and family

dren, but not

Why You Should Give Twice
What You Did Before

the

Work Campaign.

From being given the cigarette or
chocolate bar, with which he stays his

hunger

"Hearing Bring at a distance, we
drove down the road and found a
score or *o of men at machine gun
practice. The officer g*ve the men
half an hour recess to buy goods
“At another place we came In sight
I
of a lieutenant drilling a platoon.
said to the lieutenant: ‘How soon beWe
fore you dismiss the company?
have Y. M C. A goods for sale.’
"He said:
‘Right now. Sergeant,
dismiss the company!'
"And ten seconds later the company
was In line waiting to buy gooda from
Grateful Is no name
our traveling *Y.‘
for It. The men can't do enough to
show their gratitude.”

58 JEWISH WORKERS
GOING “OVER THERE”

can

I8LESFORD.
Shirley Bryant has been ill of influenia.
Mrs. Maynard Young, formerly Eunioe

were

The Salvation Army, w\Jh 1,210
workers, principally women, overseas,
has won the affection of the fighters
Its 501 huts, rest and reading rooms
are popular gathering places for the
soldiers. The donghnnts fried by Salvation Issstes in huts or trenches and
given to the men have become famous
The Salvation
around the world.
Army gave forty-foar ambulances to
the American and Allies' armies and
In many other ways gives constant unselfish service.

fronts, In training campa and on
the seas and with thousands of American women on foreign soil, all engaged

War

contributed

buildings

war

The agencies through which this
be accomplished are Joined la

American war aerrlce worker*
busy everywhere. ,We found Salvation Army lasalc* making doughnut*
for the boy* *nd H. of C. »ecretarie»
Book* furnished by the
giving help.
American Library Association were to
be seen on all sides
sale.

by tne American
people the eeeodatloo bought D80JT1
books, inoetly technical, of which 198,
More than
267 were sent oversees
1.500,000 books of all kinds have been
assigned to libraries In Y. M. C. A
K. of C. or Salvation Army huts In the
nr gone, a similar number being distributed In American training camps,
while half a million are on warships
The association has
or
transports.
erected and operates forty-one library
book*

1

are

at

home.

Roy Smith and wife, who have beer
wil
visiting bis parents the past week,
where Mr1
to Macbias,
this week go

Smith baa empU yment.
Mary Wheelden of Ellsworth was
Friends of Mrs. Percy Wnittemore
here Saturday to attend the funeral of her
formerly Miss Delia Salisbury of tbn
lo»i
grandson, Alger Martin.
place, sympathize with her in tbe
Mrs.

Mrs.

Jarvis Gatcomb and

Springer,

who

have

been at

Junction the past week,
The

are

Mrs. Ross

of

her infant son, Donald,
sixteen month*.

on

9

Oct.

Washington aged

at home.

community was saddened by the
death of Alger Martin at the Bar Harbor
hospital Thursday, of pneumonia. Alger

Mrs. Susan Salisbury

daughter,

Mrs.

ia

vi.*itmg

hel

at

East

Harry Hodgkins

La mo me.
Oct.28.
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